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EXAMINATION OF PROPOSALS FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH AND JOB CREATION: INCENTIVES FOR CONSUMPTION
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 2003

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:04 a.m., in
room 215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Charles E. Grassley (chairman of the committee) presiding.
Also present: Senators Snowe, Kyl, Smith, Baucus, Breaux, and
Lincoln.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES E. GRASSLEY, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM IOWA, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

The CHAIRMAN. I want to welcome everybody to our committee,
and to another hearing. This is the second in a series of hearings
on economic growth and job creation.
Last week, we had the new Secretary of Treasury, John Snow,
and he was presenting the revenue proposals that are in the administration’s budget. The budget proposals included the President’s plan for economic growth and job creation.
So today, for the second of this series, we are going to focus on
the President’s package once again, but we are going to limit our
discussion focus to incentives for consumption. We will expand our
focus to cover not only the President’s plan, but others put forward
by members of the House and the Senate.
It is clear that we have experienced a very serious decline in investment. I have told many stories even about my State of Iowa.
We have some very heavy lifting to do on the investment side. I
do not think we should make any mistake about that.
Over a long period of time, with recent improvement but still
probably going back to the middle of the year 2000, we have had
manufacturing in a decline or flat. Everyone knows about the recent history of the stock market.
In the meantime, as investment has sagged, American consumers
have done their best to keep the economy afloat. With the lowest
interest rates and the largest tax relief package in a generation,
the consumer, fortunately, has had the resources to counter the
slow-down in investment.
So in this hearing we will focus on the status of the consumption
side of the economy. We will examine proposals for maintaining the
level of consumption. The witnesses will testify, I believe, to the ef(1)
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ficiency of various proposals, their short-term benefits, and hopefully, as we have a responsibility to look long term, what some of
those implications are.
I think I should reiterate a couple of points from last week’s
hearing. One—and I speak just for myself—I believe all proposals
are on the table as we seek what is absolutely necessary in the institution of the Senate with bipartisanship, and in this case a bipartisan growth package.
Number two, although we have split the topics into incentives for
consumption and for investment, I believe the two are necessarily
linked. We should not arbitrarily divide from business, particularly
small business owners, and investment. Capital is the life blood of
businesses, whether they are large or whether they are small.
It is just as true that businesses need consumers. Secretary
Snow put it this way: the two concepts form a circle that make up
the economy. Federal fiscal policy does not exist in a vacuum.
There are consequences for our actions in Washington. Those consequences are going to ripple through the capitals of our 50 States.
On the one hand, our system of federalism does not make the
Federal Government the insurer of all fiscal decisions made at the
Federal level. State and local officials make their own fiscal policy.
It is their right and their responsibility.
But, on the other hand, we in Washington need to be cognizant
of those areas of fiscal policy where we are partners with State and
local governments.*
Today, we are pleased to welcome four distinguished witnesses.
Addressing the issue of consumption incentives generally are two
veteran participants in economic policy, Steven J. Entin and Peter
Orszag. Addressing the issues of State and local role are Oklahoma
State Senator Angela Monson, and Chris Edwards, another veteran
of economic policy debates.
Senator Baucus.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MAX BAUCUS, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM MONTANA

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate that statement. I also appreciate these new microphones we
have here. They are pretty cool.
The CHAIRMAN. We can see our colleagues without looking
through a forest of steel.
Senator BAUCUS. I might say, though, Mr. Chairman, you might
get a brighter button here. These are awfully difficult to see when
they are turned on. They are very faint.
Mr. Chairman, the President and Treasury Secretary Snow have
said they want to see more employers put out ‘‘Help Wanted’’ signs,
and I have got to tell you, I very much agree with that. But, all
across the Nation, I think if you look closely, there are a different
kind of ‘‘Help Wanted’’ signs.
That is, our Nation’s businesses continue to operate at about
three-fourths of capacity, which means they are not producing all
the goods and services that they can.
* For additional information on this subject, see also, ‘‘Economic Growth and Job Creation:
Background and Proposals Relating to Incentives for Consumption and Investment,’’ staff report
of the Joint Committee on Taxation, February 10, 2003 (JCX–9–03).
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3
Last week, the private out-placement firm of Challenger, Gray &
Christmas reported that layoff announcements at U.S. firms surged
to 42 percent in January over December’s levels.
We simply will not see the ‘‘Help Wanted’’ signs that we all want
until we do something about the ‘‘Help Wanted’’ signs that are already out. So what do we do?
The Federal Reserve has done its best to revive a sluggish economy. Last year, the Federal Reserve lowered the short-term interest rate 11 times. It is down to 1.25 percent. There is not much
more rate to cut. In fact, Chairman Greenspan, at this moment, is
speaking, and I doubt he is going to signal any further rate cut.
So we turn to fiscal policy, that is, taxes and spending. Today we
are focusing on ways to strengthen the economy by increasing consumption. Tomorrow, we will look at the long-term economic
growth by examining incentives to increase investment.
It is important to recognize that there are no one-size-fits-all solutions for the economy. The economy is weak, as is the case right
now. Stimulus is needed. Stimulus can only come about if consumers and businesses spend more money now, that is, consumption.
To encourage spending may sound wrong. We have been taught
the virtues of saving by our parents and by others. But when the
economy is not operating at full capacity, only increases in spending will increase demand so that businesses will hire more workers
and produce more goods and services.
Now, when the economy does get back into full employment and
peak capacity, the situation will be different. Most everyone will
have a job, and businesses will be producing much more.
To avoid inflation and encourage economic growth, we need higher productivity and new capacity. That is when we need to provide
savings which businesses can use to invest in new facilities and
equipment, and the new plant and equipment can produce more
goods and services. That is, savings at that point, less the consumption.
Last year, there was a bipartisan agreement, as you will recall,
for both the House and Senate budget committees on a set of principles for short-term stimulus. The House Budget Committee and
Senate Budget Committee bipartisanly agreed on these points last
year.
What are they? They agreed that any economic stimulus proposal
must be, first, timely, take effect quickly, be sizeable, be targeted
at consumers and businesses who will spend it, that is, get the
most bang for the buck, and in a year, that is, not a long period
of time, and not increase long-term budget deficits. These are good,
I believe, common-sense principles and we should use them to
guide our choices for economic stimulus right now.
So what are the best ways to stimulate consumption? As I see
it, three stand out. First, aid to the States. When there is a recession or a weak economy, States face large deficits.
Starting in 2002, States are facing deficits of at least $171 billion, and for the current fiscal year, projected deficits for States are
in the neighborhood of 70 to 85 billion. There may be more updated
figures than that, but at least they are in that area.
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4
Almost all States have balanced budget requirements. So what
does that mean? That means, when faced with deficits, States must
lay off workers, cut spending on programs, or raise taxes. These actions only make the economy weaker.
States are being forced to take such actions. Sixteen Governors,
Republicans and Democrats, have already proposed tax increases to
keep their upcoming budgets in balance.
States are cutting Medicaid. Massachusetts will cut about 50,000
people from Medicaid coverage. California is considering eliminating Medicaid health care coverage for 500,000; of these, 200,000
have income levels below 60 percent of the poverty line.
Oregon has not only cut education funding and Medicaid funding,
but they will let prisoners go free in order to balance the budget.
We need to get aid to the States. We can pass all of the Federal
tax cuts we want, but what good do they do for the American taxpayer if we are forcing States to raise taxes or cut education funding?
Second, we need to extend unemployment benefits to the people
who were left out in January. We know the labor market is tough.
There simply is not enough jobs. More than 2 million jobs have
been lost since March of 2001.
One sign of the sluggish economy is, according to the Conference
Board, that a number of ‘‘Help Wanted’’ ads in newspapers is at
the lowest level since the Kennedy administration. Let me repeat:
the fewest ‘‘Help Wanted’’ ads in newspapers since the Kennedy administration. That is 40 years.
When the economy is bad, we extend unemployment benefits.
America has a tradition of helping those in need. We extend unemployment benefits to help these people pay their rent and put food
on the table. It is the right thing to do, and it is also good for the
economy.
We are talking about families on the edge, just barely getting by.
When we give them aid, they spend it quickly. In fact, a Department of Labor study found that every dollar in Unemployment Insurance benefits results in a $2.15 increase in GDP. For every dollar spent on unemployment benefits, we more than double the impact on the economy.
In January, we extended unemployment benefits through the end
of May. Unfortunately, we left out about one million Americans.
These are displaced workers who have already received an initial
round of extended benefits and still cannot find work. They have
exhausted their eligibility. We should extend their benefits.
Third, we should give a tax cut to those who will spend it. I want
to get one to the school teacher in Shelby, Montana and the police
officer in Billings. Taxes are taxes, whether they are payroll taxes
or income taxes. We must get money into the hands of consumers.
We should eliminate taxes on the first $3,000 of wage income. One
hundred and ten million working taxpayers would see their paychecks increase and $41 billion would be put into the economy.
I know there would be a lot of talk about accelerating many of
the tax cuts that were enacted in 2001. Let me be clear: I am not
opposed to accelerating some of the tax cuts.
But any plan to accelerate tax cuts must include acceleration of
marriage penalty relief for Earned Income Tax Credit recipients
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5
and the refundable portion of the child tax credit so we could expand the group of consumers who will pump money into the economy.
So there are ways we can stimulate the economy: aid to the
States, extend unemployment benefits to those we left out in January, and give a tax cut that will stimulate consumer spending.
With these proposals in mind, Mr. Chairman, it is my hope that
our committee can work together to forge a broad bipartisan plan
to strengthen our economy, and I look forward to working with you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Baucus, for your statement.
We will go, now, to our witnesses. Any members that have statements that they want to put in the record, those will be accepted
for the record.
We would encourage each of you that have longer statements,
that they would be included in the record, so you will not have to
ask for permission to do that. We would ask for a summary.
We will start with Ms. Monson, then we will go across the table
until we get done with Mr. Orszag. Then at that point, we will ask
questions in the order of the members, first-come, first-served.
I want to tell you how we kind of keep everything in order here.
We have the blue light, the yellow light, the red light. You have,
I think, one minute after the yellow light comes on. When the red
light comes on, I am not going to bang the gavel and shut you up,
but would you very quickly finish sentences or ideas at that point,
since your entire statement is in the record?
Ms. Monson.
STATEMENT OF HON. ANGELA MONSON, OKLAHOMA STATE
SENATE, OKLAHOMA CITY, OK

Ms. MONSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In my home State, in
the Oklahoma Senate, when your time runs out they simply turn
the microphone off. [Laughter.]
Senator BAUCUS. I am sorry you mentioned that. [Laughter.]
Ms. MONSON. Just an idea. Just an idea.
Chairman Grassley, Ranking Member Baucus, and distinguished
members of the committee, good morning. My name is Angela Monson, and I am the president of the National Conference of State
Legislatures. I am also the Assistant Majority Leader of the Oklahoma State Senate, where I previously served as Chair of the Senate Finance Committee.
I thank you so much for the invitation to appear before you today
and testify on the fiscal condition of the States and how we can develop a partnership with the Federal Government to spur economic
development, economic growth, and job creation.
I will summarize my prepared statement which has been submitted for the record, Mr. Chairman.
Last week, NCL released its latest update on State fiscal conditions. The news keeps getting worse and worse. State budgets are
under siege. Legislatures and Governors are trying to close a $26
billion gap in the current fiscal year, an increase of 50 percent in
the last 2 months.
The 39 States responding to our survey anticipate a $68 billion
shortfall in their fiscal year 2004 budgets. These are staggering
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6
numbers for the legislators and Governors who must develop strategies for bringing their budgets into balance.
They are sobering numbers for national leaders who are developing strategies for economic recovery. Because States must balance their budgets each year, the actions that they take, cutting
spending or raising taxes, slow national economic recovery.
They have the opposite effect of the economic stimulus that the
Federal Government is trying to promote. The National Conference
of State Legislatures, therefore, believes that Federal and State officials must work in partnership to spur economic recovery.
Federal economic recovery efforts should adhere to five basic
guidelines. One, they should recognize the critical link between
States and the national economy. Two, they should include tax
strategies to encourage, not constrain, State investment.
Three, they should invest in capital projects that leverage State
and private investment. Four, they must avoid unfunded mandates
and under-funded national expectations. Five, they must provide
immediate fiscal relief for States.
I will elaborate briefly on each guideline. The first guideline is
the point I have already made. Federal efforts at economic recovery
must recognize the substantial contributions that State governments make to the national economy through purchasing, employment, the services that they provide, and their tax policies.
We commend many of the members of the Senate Finance Committee for their proposals that view State fiscal relief as an integral
part of economic recovery.
Changes in tax policies are major features of many of the stimulus proposals. In contemplating these plans, we ask that you keep
in mind their effect on State revenues and tax policies.
In my written testimony, I describe in detail the effects of last
year’s Federal change in the depreciation schedule on State revenues. That example, as telling as it is, is not isolated.
Several members of this Finance Committee once served in their
State legislature. They, in particular, know how intertwined are
the State and Federal Tax Codes. That is why NCSL generally favors tax relief and growth incentives through tax credits rather
than changes in definitions of adjusted gross or taxable income.
Our guidelines also call for investment in capital projects. We are
grateful to Senator Baucus for his proposal to increase highway
spending through issuance of new highway bonds in the early
1990’s.
Many of the members of this committee worked with State legislators, Governors, and local officials to curtail the use of unfunded
Federal mandates. We rejoiced in the passage of the Unfunded
Mandate Reform Act, and we were pleased that it truly had stifled
unfunded mandates. I regret to tell you, though, that they are
back, and with a vengeance.
NCSL estimates that four programs alone have burdened State
budgets with a minimum of $25 billion in unfunded mandates.
Fully funding these mandates would help States close their budget
gaps and remove some of the drag that State budget actions are
placing on the economy.
Finally, we are grateful to members of this committee for advancing various plans for immediate State fiscal relief, to Senator Bau-
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cus for counter-cyclical revenue sharing, to Senator Snowe for onetime revenue grants, to Senator Rockefeller and several others for
proposing the return of unspent Children’s Health funds to the
States, and to Senator Smith for proposing an advanced refunding
for tax-exempt bonds.
We support each of these proposals and look forward to working
with this committee to incorporate them into an economic growth
and recovery package.
We also look forward to working with Senator Nickles and the
Budget Committee to ensure that these funds are included in the
Federal budget resolution.
Again, I am pleased for this opportunity to testify today and look
forward to working in partnership with Senator Grassley, Senator
Baucus, and the other members of the Finance Committee on economic recovery and State fiscal relief.
Thank you again, Mr. Chairman and members, for listening. We
will be happy to, at the appropriate time, respond to questions.
The CHAIRMAN. The State Senators in Oklahoma are very disciplined. [Laughter.]
Ms. MONSON. We have been taught well.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Monson appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Edwards.
STATEMENT OF CHRIS R. EDWARDS, DIRECTOR OF FISCAL
POLICY STUDIES, THE CATO INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. Thank you for inviting me to testify on economic growth proposals. In particular, I would like to talk about
proposals for a Federal bail-out of the States.
Across the Nation, budget gaps are forcing State governments to
make tough fiscal policy choices. There are some proposals on the
Hill here to provide a Federal bail-out of $31 billion, and Democratic Governors in the States want $50 billion to close State budget gaps.
Yet, the Federal Government already has its own $300 billion
deficit problem and certainly cannot afford further spending increases. All Federal spending ultimately falls on taxpayers who, of
course, pay the bills at both the Federal and State level. Increased
Federal aid to the States simply moves money from one pocket to
the other without any net economic effect.
State budget problems are not the result of revenue shortfalls, in
my view, but of spending excesses during the late 1990’s, fueled by
rapid growth in income and capital gains taxes, as I document in
the report included in my written testimony.
A Federal bail-out would simply delay the top spending adjustments that are needed in the States. Like all subsidy programs, a
Federal bail-out would probably lead to another bail-out down the
road.
It would create a bad precedent and allow States to avoid needed
budget restructuring. Temporary State aid would probably be renewed, turning into a permanent drain on Federal coffers.
Despite the word ‘‘crisis’’ being thrown around a lot by State officials and newspaper headlines, aggregate data for the 50 States
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8
does not reveal a crisis, although it is true that some States are
in more trouble than others.
There has simply been a sharp spending slow-down from prior
rapid growth rates, sort of like a motorist getting off a freeway and
having to slow down as he exits the freeway.
Budget gaps appeared after State spending growth of 7 percent
in 1999 and 2000, and 8 percent in 2001. Even as budget gaps appeared, State spending still increased, although slightly, in 2002
and 2003, in aggregate.
Looking at the tax side, total State tax collections grew 7 percent
in 1998, 5 percent in 1999, 8 percent in 2000, and just looking at
the first three quarters of 2002, total State and local receipts rose
3.4 percent. So, revenues in the States are recovering.
Some pundits are blaming prior State tax cuts for current State
budget troubles, but net State tax cuts that occurred in the late
1990’s were not enough to return to taxpayers the $36 billion in net
State tax increases that occurred in the early 1990’s during the last
recession.
Note also that Federal grants and aid to States have soared. Federal grants increased just in the last four years from $285 billion
in fiscal year 2000 to a proposed $399 billion under the Bush budget for fiscal year 2004. Medicaid, which has been mentioned, in just
4 years jumped from $125 billion in Federal grants and aid to $194
billion by 2004.
So I would ask the committee to take a skeptical view of the socalled State budget revenue shortfalls. Frankly, these could alternatively be called spending excesses. Budget gaps are partly based
on faulty budget forecasts at the State level that were far too optimistic.
Supposing a Governor had planned for a 6 percent budget increase, but now has to pare that back to 3 percent. That is often
said to be a 3 percent shortfall. But, in fact, revenue and spending
would still be rising by 3 percent, or an increase.
California is an interesting case study of how a remarkable runup in spending led to a large budget gap. California’s State spending jumped a remarkable 15 percent in fiscal year 2000, and 17
percent in fiscal year 2001. The increase in 2001 amounted to $12
billion.
It is true that California has had to cut back. In 2002, they cut
spending by $1 billion, but that is just one-twelfth of the prior
year’s large increase.
As in other States, news headlines in California are making modest cuts, in my view, sound draconian. The boom/bust cycle in California and other States can be tamed if they move away from volatile income and capital gains tax bases toward consumption bases.
Sales tax revenue has been a source of real stability for State budgets.
For example, in California, capital gains tax revenue plummeted
from $17 billion in 2000 to $5 billion this year. So, such taxes, capital gains and income taxes, leaves State governments a lot more
vulnerable in slow-downs.
Ultimately, States will have to live within their means, and a
Federal bail-out would simply postpone needed adjustments, I be-
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lieve. A Federal bail-out will simply trade a larger Federal deficit
for a smaller State deficit problem.
Ultimately, again, taxpayers have to pay for any bail-out package. It strikes me that it makes no sense to fool State taxpayers
about the high cost of State programs by hiding it in larger Federal
taxes.
One unfair aspect of a Federal bail-out would be to reward fiscally irresponsible States with tax money from citizens in fiscally
responsible States who have no need for a bail-out.
Taxpayers in States that have balanced budgets would effectively
be handing their hard-earned dollars over to the fiscally irresponsible Governor of California and other States.
In my written testimony, I proposed some approaches that States
should be taking instead of lobbying for a Federal bail-out.
To conclude, State budget troubles, I do not believe, are as serious as many newspaper headlines are suggesting. Overall State
spending has not been cut and revenues are already recovering as
the economy has resumed strong growth.
The supposed economic stimulus effect of further Federal or
State spending, I believe, is a mirage. Added government spending
simply shifts money from some citizens’ pockets to others without
adding anything to the productive or supply side of the economy.
Thanks a lot for holding these hearings. I look forward to working with the committee on these important issues.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Edwards.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Edwards appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Now, Mr. Entin.
STATEMENT OF STEPHEN J. ENTIN, PRESIDENT AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH ON THE ECONOMICS OF TAXATION, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. ENTIN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank
you for the opportunity to testify before you this morning. My
views are my own and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of everyone at the Institute.
Let me note, first, that I think the focus on consumption is misplaced. Consumption has been strong throughout the business
cycle. The 2001 recession was due to a slump in investment spending, and that spending has been slower than normal to recover.
That is the source of the current unsatisfactory rate of economic
growth. But, more fundamentally, we need to focus on production,
not on spending, to create growth in jobs.
As for policy changes that would improve the economy, let us get
the analytical framework right. Let me assert up front that there
is no meaningful distinction between tax changes that are good for
the economy in the short run and the long run. Only policies that
are good for long-run growth and economic efficiency have any favorable short-run effects.
In particular, there are no tax changes that would succeed in
‘‘pumping up consumption’’ in the short run by ‘‘giving people
money to spend’’ because the Treasury would have to immediately
borrow back the tax cut to cover its outlays.
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Furthermore, tax changes that promote work, saving, investment, and long-run growth actually start to work immediately, although they build over time. Fine tuning is impossible.
Temporary tax cuts are not generally effective at much of anything. Permanent tax cuts can promote growth in the near term
and the long term, but only if they are of the right sort.
Finally, the deficits associated with the various saving, investment and work incentive tax changes proposed by the administration are manageable and would not raise interest rates by enough
to dampen investment.
Over time, economists have had a changing view of economic and
tax policy. There was a time in economics from the mid-1930’s to
the mid-1960’s when economists believed in the pump-priming efficacy of rebates, credits, rate cuts, or any old tax reduction. But that
time is long past, or it should be.
The old view is that a tax cut worked by giving people money to
spend. This would then reverberate through the economy, leading
people to assume that giving out $1 in unemployment benefits
might trigger more than $2 in additional GDP.
But Milton Friedman and the monitarists, and the neo-classicists
such as IRET’s founder, Norman Ture, were never comfortable with
these notions. By the mid-1960’s, the Keynesian prescriptions were
called into question.
Friedman made two key contributions. In his permanent income
theory, he demonstrated that people do not rush out and spend as
soon as their disposable income increases. It takes them time to
recognize that this is a permanent increase in their income, and it
is permanent income that governs spending. Therefore, temporary
tax cuts would not be effective in boosting spending.
Later, Friedman went further to observe that a tax cut or a government spending hike that increased the deficit would not stimulate spending or demand unless the Federal Reserve monetized the
added debt.
In one of his famous Newsweek columns he asked, ‘‘If the government cuts taxes from $500 billion to $450 billion without cutting
spending, where does the $50 billion come from, the Tooth Fairy?’’
His point was that, if the Federal Reserve did not pony up the
money to buy the extra Treasury debt, the government was simply
borrowing the tax cut back from the public, sort of a revolving door.
He reiterated this recently in the Wall Street Journal.
If tax cuts do not work by giving people money to spend, how do
they work? In neo-classical thinking, tax cuts improve economic
performance and raise individual and national incomes if, and only
if, they reduce tax barriers to producing more income by working,
saving, and investing more than before.
This is the insight behind the neo-classical focus on marginal tax
rate reduction and accelerated depreciation, and other things which
make it more rewarding and less costly to increase the supply of
inputs into the economy, to hire them, and to put them to work.
Events in the 1960’s and 1970’s bore out this neo-classical view.
Look at the success of the Kennedy marginal tax rate cuts in promoting growth, and the success of the Johnson marginal surtax in
causing the 1969 and 1970 recession.
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Then look at the ineffectiveness of the many non-marginal increases in personal exemptions and standard deductions in the
early 1970’s. Also look at the damaging effect of the marginal increase in tax rates due to inflation-induced bracket creep.
These lessons helped inform the Economic Recovery Tax Act of
1981, which focused on the marginal tax rates, and the associated
fight against inflation.
Rebates have a long tradition of failure. I have given you some
information on the failure of the Ford rebate. When President
Carter proposed an even larger rebate in 1976, Senator Russell
Long laughed the idea out of the Finance Committee and replaced
it with a better tax plan.
The 2001 rebates of $300 per adult taxpayer were about 80 percent saved. They created very little visible jump in the GDP and
a big jump in the personal saving rate.
Permanent tax rate cuts work at the margin to raise rewards to
additional work, saving, and investment, expanded capacity, output, employment, and income. They begin to work at once. Their
effect builds over time as additional capital is put in place, and the
primary beneficiaries are the workers who get to work with the additional capital.
The President has proposed a number of things such as dividend
relief, accelerated reductions in marginal tax rates, and enhanced
and simplified saving incentives that encourage investment, work,
and saving. These things would promote growth.
The social parts of the program, the marriage penalty relief, the
widening of the 10 percent bracket, and the increase in the child
credit, would give quite a bit of money to low-income taxpayers, but
the government would have to borrow that back. These should be
viewed as social policy, not as things that promote growth.
In fact, I think selling the program with the notion that it would
spur consumption in the short run was a mistake. It blurs the distinction between tax changes that work and those that do not.
Most of the rebate proposals that have been offered are not at
the margin. Some even fall on last year’s income instead of this
year’s income. They would have no effect on consumption and they
would have no effect on economic growth, and should be set aside.
I will talk about deficits and interest rates, if you would like,
during the questioning, but right now I will conclude. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Entin appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Orszag.
STATEMENT OF PETER R. ORSZAG, JOSEPH A. PECHMAN SENIOR FELLOW, THE BROOKINGS INSTITUTION, WASHINGTON,
DC

Mr. ORSZAG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Baucus, and
members of the committee.
I think you face a particularly challenging problem right now because the best things for the short run are dramatically different
from the best things for the long run.
As Senator Baucus and others have emphasized, the best thing
for spurring the economy in the short run is to get more demand
for the goods and services that firms could produce with current capacity.
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For example, according to Federal Reserve data, the capacity utilization rate for December of 2002 was 75 percent. That is relative
to a three-decade average of about 82 percent. There is unused capacity that firms could use if there were more demand for their
goods and services.
To get that demand, you need increased spending. It could be
government spending, it could be consumer spending, it could be
business spending, but you need more spending.
The long run is much different. In the long run, you need more
saving. In the long run, the key question for spurring economic
growth is expanding the capacity of the economy to produce goods
and services, not fully using the capacity that we have.
So, they are much different challenges. The question of whether
you want to spur consumption or saving is substantially different
in the short run and the long run.
My written testimony argues that the administration’s plan does
not do particularly well in either the short run or the long run. In
the short run, it does not do particularly well because it does not
spur that much additional demand.
In the long run, it does not do that well because it expands the
budget deficit and that reduces national saving. The reason that is
important, is national saving is what finances expansions in capacity. It increases the capital stock owned by Americans.
The more that we save, the higher the capital stock owned by
Americans in the future, and therefore the higher our future national income. I will return to that point in a moment.
I would note that I am joined in this judgment about the lack
of effectiveness of the administration’s plan by 10 Nobel prize winners and more than 400 other economists who released a letter yesterday to that effect. I would just note, in case you are getting the
impression that economists are agreed that there could be no effective stimulus plan in the short run, 10 Nobel prize winners wrote.
‘‘To be effective, a stimulus plan should rely on immediate, but
temporary, spending and tax measures to expand demand, and it
should also rely on immediate, but temporary, incentives for investment. Such a stimulus plan would spur growth and jobs in the
short term without exacerbating the long-term budget outlook.’’
One of the reasons that, in the long term, there are concerns
about the administration’s proposals, is the size of the revenue
losses that they would involve in the out years. If you look at fiscal
year 2013, for example, the administration’s tax proposals would
amount to 1.7 percent of GDP.
That is, if anything, an understatement of the permanent loss involved because of unrealistic assumptions about the Alternative
Minimum Tax, and because it does not take into account the full
effects of the new savings accounts that the administration is proposing and that would have large revenue losses after 2013.
But let us just take the 1.7 percent of GDP. That is a significant
number. Just for comparison purposes, the 75-year deficit in Social
Security is 0.7 percent of GDP.
That means that in present valve, the permanent tax cuts being
proposed by the administration are more than twice the size of the
Social Security deficit over the next 75 years. We can talk about
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other points of comparison, but by any measure these are significant revenue losses.
Now, in evaluating tax cuts, permanent tax cuts that expand the
budget deficit, is important to take into account two effects. The
Council of Economic Advisers, in its most recent Economic Report
of the President, also recognizes these two effects.
On the one hand, you have positive incentive effects, like Mr.
Entin and others have emphasized. But, on the other hand, you
have expanded budget deficits which reduce national saving, and
those have adverse effects. What you need to do, is weigh the two
against each other.
Of the four studies of which I am aware of the 2001 tax cut that
do try to weigh both of these effects, all of them come up with very
modest effects on economic output, and if anything, a negative effect, because the adverse consequences from reduced national saving outweigh any positive effects from improved incentives.
But the point is, it is extremely unlikely that you are going to
get a massive increase in economic growth from tax cuts that are
financed by the deficit. Therefore, the argument that we can grow
our way out of the long-term deficits is just not correct.
Finally, let me just turn, briefly, to a more auspicious set of policies. Given current conditions, I think the most effective set of policies would combine a short-term stimulus package of perhaps 1
percent of GDP or so, limited to 2003, with long-term fiscal discipline.
The short-term package could include measures like State fiscal
relief—I will return to that very briefly in a second—increased government purchases, including for homeland security, temporary incentives for business investment, and a set of temporary, progressive tax rebates.
That could be combined with long-term fiscal discipline, which
would address both of the problems facing the Nation, the need for
more demand in the short run and the need for more savings in
the long run.
Just very briefly, on the State fiscal crisis. Let me just note that,
according to the National Association of State Budget Officers,
there has been a real decline in aggregate State spending for fiscal
year 2001 to 2002, and another one from 2002 to 2003, and I bet
there will be another one from 2003 to 2004.
If you doubt that there is a problem at the State level, just look
at what the States are doing on taxes. Out of the 34 States that
have submitted their budgets for the next fiscal year, 24 have proposed a tax increase or delayed tax cuts. Governors would not be
doing that if they did not face a pretty severe crisis.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Orszag appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. We have had a very comprehensive panel and we
will have a series of questions. We will take 5 minutes each, including the Chairman. We will go in this order, according to arrival, or seniority for people that were here before we started. So
that would be: Grassley, Baucus, Kyl, Breaux, Snowe, and Smith.
I am going to start with Mr. Entin. We have heard much debate
about a portion of the President’s package that accelerates the marginal tax rate reduction to 35 percent. As you know, much is made
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of the effect of the phase-out rates of the Earned Income Tax Credit and its effect on beneficiaries.
Though the critics on the left never acknowledge it, many provisions in the bipartisan tax relief package address those effects. Do
you find it odd that some can point to the marginal rate effects on
the phase-out of the EIC, but ignore those same effects with respect to rates that apply to upper-income or higher-income taxpayers?
Mr. ENTIN. Yes. I prefer a more consistent approach. Certainly,
if you are worried about marginal tax rate and the disincentives
they have, you have to look at the effects of the EITC and, as I go
into in detail in my testimony, the child credit, which also boosts
marginal tax rates, but does so near the top.
One must also acknowledge that lower marginal tax rates,
through the form of rate reductions, have positive effects. You cannot say that one is negative and the other one does not exist.
I would look at the President’s proposal to accelerate the rate reductions as helping to increase work effort, saving, and investment,
particularly by small business people, beginning right away and
having positive effects on the economy, not because they have given
these people money to spend, but because they have enhanced the
incentives to do more. I would also caution against the high marginal rate effect of the phase-out of the EITC. It is good to address
that.
I would caution you that extending the child credit has the effect
of increasing the marginal tax rate by about 5 percentage points
near the top over a wider range of income. In fact, there is a chart
in the economic report of the President, page 193, that would illustrate that.
You must focus on these marginal rate effects. It is not by giving
money or taking money away that you are influencing the behavior, it is by penalizing or rewarding additional effort. That is how
all of these tax plans should be viewed, and they should be uniformly regarded in that light.
The CHAIRMAN. I think you have addressed another two points
that I was going to bring up. So just let me simply say, maybe by
nod of your head, you would say that the 11 percent difference between the high marginal tax rate, 38.6, versus 35 percent for corporate, is biased in favor of corporations and against small business, and detrimental to the creation of jobs from that standpoint.
I think you were speaking about the legitimacy of not having a
higher marginal tax rate for one class of business versus the other.
Mr. ENTIN. Yes. I would like to see them more even. But, bear
in mind, even if they are even, that corporate rate constitutes a
second layer of tax on the earnings of corporate capital, which is
what the President’s plan to relieve the double taxation of dividends and improve treatment of capital gains is all about.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me give Mr. Orszag an opportunity, then, to
comment on any of your answers or my questions. It is my understanding that you would oppose the bipartisan tax relief packages
of marginal rate reductions.
From that standpoint, maybe you might address my posture of
the unfairness of the high marginal tax rates on individuals, which
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affects small businesses that file with individual tax returns versus
a Fortune 500 high marginal tax rate of 35 percent.
Mr. ORSZAG. Sure. First, on the small business point. I think it
is important to realize that the vast majority of small businesses—
and by small businesses here we mean individuals who are showing some income on Schedules C, E, or F, which often is not actually really a small business, but let us take that as our definition—
are not filing at the top marginal tax rate. Well over 95 percent of
small businesses are not earning that much money, and therefore
are not paying that top rate.
In fact, if you look at the distribution of tax returns with business income, more than half would get less than $500 under the
President’s new growth package, which just reflects the fact that
there are a lot of small businesses down at lower income rates.
Now, on the broader question of marginal tax rates and their effects, again, you need to weigh the positive effects from reducing
marginal tax rates. There are some positive effects on work effort
and on other aspects of economic activity from reducing marginal
tax rates. But you have to weigh that against the cost of the expanded budget deficits over the long term.
Again, the available studies that I have seen suggest that the
negative effect outweighs the positive. So if someone came up to me
and said, we have got a policy that will not spur economic growth,
will expand the budget deficit, and will exacerbate after-tax income
inequity, that would not be something that would strike me as immediately being a good idea.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Orszag, there has been some talk about having a payroll holiday or reimbursing payroll tax through various income credits. Supporters failed, I think, to mention that we already
have a program, the Earned Income Tax Credit, that in many ways
fully reimburses payroll taxes. In addition, the child credit is partially refundable against the payroll tax.
So, as we now have many low-income families that pay no income tax and are fully reimbursed for the payroll tax, should persons who are exempt from both the income tax and the payroll tax
qualify for an additional payroll tax holiday or refundable income
credit based upon the same payroll wages?
Mr. ORSZAG. Again, I think the question is what your objective
is. If your objective is to maximize the short-term effect on spending, then those are basically the people you want to be targeting.
Mr. Entin mentioned that a lot of families do base their spending
decisions on permanent income, and that is true. But the evidence
suggests that between 15 and 50 percent—with the range just indicating disagreements among economists—of spending is done by
households that live paycheck to paycheck.
If you give them a dollar today, even if it is temporary, they are
going to spend it. Those households are the ones who are disproportionately the ones that you are talking about.
So, it really depends. If your objective is to get the economy moving in the short term, concentrating tax relief on those families,
temporary tax relief, would be the most effective tax relief that
could be given.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. I will call on Senator Baucus, but just
let me react with one or two sentences. That is, if we have an envi-
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ronment where people are not paying income tax, they are getting
the EIC against all of their payroll taxes, and you are transferring
money through the tax system, it is quite obvious.
Where do you stop? If you are giving tax refunds to people that
do not pay taxes, when do you stop sending the checks? It seems
like there has got to be some end to it if the relationship is to have
an Earned Income Credit against people that pay taxes.
Senator Baucus.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Monson, could you please address some of the points that
Mr. Edwards made? Basically, he said do not give aid to the States.
He said, they caused the problems. They are spending money. It is
kind of like a moral hazard. You give them a little bit of money
and it just warrants inefficiency and warrants all the excesses that
they have been engaged in, et cetera.
What are your thoughts about that?
Ms. MONSON. Of course, I respectfully disagree with that point
of view. We think that States have acted responsibly. We know
that there was an opportunity in the 1990’s for States to do any
number of things that we think were the fiscally responsible thing
to do. Over a period of five or 6 years, States actually did cut taxes,
to the tune of about $35 billion.
States also met those unfunded mandate needs and those other
spending needs that had been, in essence, delayed or disregarded
in the very early 1990’s. In the mid-1990’s, we were able to close
the gap to some extent in education funding to meet the needs in
health care expenditures.
So, we did act responsibly. At the same time, when States were
cutting taxes and increasing some expenditures, we also saved in
excess of $46 billion. Ten percent of State budgets, were noted in
savings accounts.
Senator BAUCUS. He says, anyway, that if you help States now,
that they will not get their act together the following year.
Ms. MONSON. No. Again, we respectfully disagree with that position. We thank many of you for your proposals that were tied to
triggers such as unemployment, but certainly do not reflect rewarding States that have poorly managed their budgets. We believe
States have been responsible.
We think that is important now for the Federal Government to
share with us, particularly in the unfunded Federal mandates,
which have actually caused some of the fiscal problems in our
States.
When States continue to have this expectation of meeting needs,
particularly in the areas of education and health care, then we
meet those needs, although sometimes those requirements were imposed upon us by the Federal Government.
We will continue to act responsibly. We have balanced budget requirements in a majority of our States, so we do not have an opportunity to deficit spend. We think that it is important for us to realize, when States cut budgets, when States furlough or lay off employees, when States continue to remove dollars from the economy,
then it does place an additional drag on the economy and it is important for us to spread out.
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Senator BAUCUS. May I ask all of you, do you all agree that we
need economic stimulus? Well, I guess one of you—I have forgotten
who it was—said the economy does not need a stimulus now. Can
I go down the row very quickly, and answer, please, in a sentence.
Ms. Monson, do you think the economy needs a stimulus now?
Ms. MONSON. Yes. I think the economy definitely needs a stimulus now.
Senator BAUCUS. All right.
Mr. Edwards.
Mr. EDWARDS. The economy definitely could be growing faster. I
think we should——
Senator BAUCUS. Is there anything Congress can do to help the
economy?
Mr. EDWARDS. I think we know for sure what creates long-term
economic growth.
Senator BAUCUS. I am talking about, in 2003 and 2004.
Mr. EDWARDS. Right. I am saying, Congress should act to put in
tax reforms that will benefit in the long term, and they may well
help in the short term.
Senator BAUCUS. I am sorry. I am sorry. What I am really getting at, is does the economy need a stimulus now, irrespective of
how it is done? She has one way of doing it, you have another way
of doing it. Do we need a stimulus now?
Mr. EDWARDS. Yes.
Senator BAUCUS. All right.
Mr. Entin.
Mr. ENTIN. If you can find one that will work. The ones that
work do good things in the short run and the long run.
Senator BAUCUS. If we can find one that works.
Mr. ENTIN. If we find ones just for the short run, they tend not
to work at all and you might as well forget them.
Senator BAUCUS. All right.
Mr. ENTIN. But do the right ones, not the wrong ones.
Senator BAUCUS. All right. That is another issue, what works.
But do you think we should do anything that has a positive effect
in the short term?
Mr. ENTIN. We should always improve the Tax Code and other
policies to make the economy stronger whenever we get a chance
to do it.
Senator BAUCUS. Including the short term.
Mr. ENTIN. Including short term.
Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Orszag.
Mr. ORSZAG. Yes. But I would note that it is a close call. A growing number of economists have basically argued that there has
been a lot of fiscal and monetary stimulus that has already been
delivered.
I come down thinking that it is still persuasive that we should
have a stimulus, but I think the fact that there is a debate about
it suggests that the threshold should be high for making sure that
it is well-designed and targeted.
Senator BAUCUS. How much are any of you concerned about the
deficits and the long-term debt? Ms. Monson? Federal deficits and
debt, with AMT, we are going to have to enact. You know the list.
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Ms. MONSON. We are concerned about the deficits and the longterm debt that the Nation is acquiring. Of course, as States, we
cannot deficit spend, so it is a different arena for us.
I think the more prudent question, and the more important question, now, is what do we do right now? There may be—and I cannot
believe I am saying this—an opportunity for us to do some deficit
spending now because the short-term benefit certainly is greater
than the long-term negative impact.
Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Edwards.
Mr. EDWARDS. Deficits, of course, are caused by both the tax and
spending sides. Federal spending, in really rough terms, has been
rising about $100 billion a year every single year, $2.1, $2.2 trillion, and on and on.
The President’s current tax proposal, I think, would result in a
static revenue loss of just about $50 billion in the out year, 2008.
So I think there is really much more of a problem creating deficits
on the spending side of the Federal Government.
Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Entin.
Mr. ENTIN. Deficits allow the government to spend more than
taxpayers are willing to support in the long run. That is their bad
point. The effect on national saving and credit markets is grossly
overstated, and I have explained some of that in the testimony.
Senator BAUCUS. In one sentence, why is it grossly overstated?
Mr. ENTIN. Most of the tax cut is saved and finances itself, and
finances the added Federal borrowing. The only thing a tax cut
does to promote anything—consumption, production, growth—is if
it, in fact, causes people to want to do more—that is, if on that additional production, the tax rate has been reduced.
On the existing output, the tax cut and the deficit are a revolving
door for the money and do not have a major effect on interest rates.
We are in a global economy. We can borrow abroad. Domestic saving goes up to cover the deficit.
This is not the reason deficits are bad. The reason deficits are
bad is that they promote over-spending and too much resource use
by the Federal and State governments.
Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Orszag.
Mr. ORSZAG. I think there is broad bipartisan support for the notion that tax cuts reduce national saving. The argument to the contrary is held by just a fringe group of academics.
Mr. ENTIN. I am not an academic! [Laughter.]
Mr. ORSZAG. I would note that, by the administration’s own estimates, the long-term budget outlook is not pretty. This is the administration’s budget, the analytical perspectives, Chart 3–4.
What it shows, is large and growing budget deficits over time,
even if these two lines show faster or slower productivity growth.
So even if you think productivity growth will be faster than is
currently projected because of some magic potion from tax cuts, you
still are facing very large out-year deficits. Again, in that context,
I just doubt the wisdom of digging the hole deeper.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Baucus.
Senator Kyl.
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Senator KYL. Thank you. I would note that the magic potion of
tax cuts worked for Calvin Coolidge, John F. Kennedy, and Ronald
Reagan, and I suspect they can work for George W. Bush, too.
I would like to ask you, Mr. Orszag, since you just showed me
a chart, I am going to show you a chart. It is maybe hard to see,
but the line here is the line of personal consumption expenditures.
It shows it steadily going up from 1999 into a projected time here.
You have on the lower end the fixed, private, non-residential investment, which is seen as rising dramatically up through the 2001
period, and then falling dramatically in the late 2001, 2002.
So consumer spending has remained positive over the past 2
years, while business investment has declined for eight consecutive
quarters. The question I have is whether or not, therefore, you
agree with Mr. Entin that it is not a matter of personal consumption here, but investment, that we ought to be focused on.
Mr. ORSZAG. I actually think it is a matter of both, Senator. In
order to spur more investment, firms will need to see increased demand for their goods and services.
I do not know about you, but these businesses tell me that they
are not thrilled to go out and build new plants or invest in new
equipment unless they know that there is some demand for the
things that they will produce with that plant and equipment. So,
it is sort of both built on each other.
I do think there are things that we could do that would potentially spur investment in the short run, but we should be operating
on both margins, basically.
Senator KYL. Well, let me ask all three of the economists here,
which puts capital to work faster, savings or spending? Now, let me
just put it in context.
It seems to me that savings is always immediately invested. I
mean, we do not put money in shoe boxes. When you put it in the
bank, the bank immediately buys something with it, some kind of
security, some kind of debt instrument which is immediately put
to use by whoever the money is lent to.
Spending also adds to business income. I should say, it adds to
business income and, therefore, it can also provide working capital
for growth of the business.
But it seems to me, it is difficult to argue as a general proposition that one is any faster than the other in providing capital for
business growth.
What is your view on that, starting with Mr. Edwards and working on down?
Mr. EDWARDS. I think consumers, of course, can only do two
things with their money, they can spend or save. Economists are
always giving these contradictory messages. They always say, consumers, people, Americans ought to save more because that is good
for the economy.
Now we are hearing, no, they ought to spend more. It strikes me,
you can go around and around in circles when you think about
what consumers ought to be doing. I think you have to think about
businesses, big and small, and entrepreneurs.
For entrepreneurs, we can do a capital gains tax cut, get the venture capital market going again, we can spur entrepreneurs to
start new businesses.
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On the big business side, we can look at increasing the bonus depreciation stimulus to perhaps 50 percent and making it permanent. I think you have to think about business decision making
when you think about stimulus, not consumers.
Senator KYL. Thank you.
Mr. ENTIN. Tax cuts tend to be saved. The saving goes to finance
the Federal deficit. To get growth, the tax changes need to promote
hiring and plant and equipment spending. They tend to do that.
Labor and capital are employed to produce a product and people
are paid for their time, and they turn around and buy their product. Supply creates its own demand. It is production incentives that
work faster than the other things, because the other things do not
work at all.
Senator KYL. Thank you.
Mr. Orszag.
Mr. ORSZAG. Senator, I think in the current context there is an
important difference. I would just refer to the Joint Committee on
Taxation document that was prepared for this hearing.
I will just quote a sentence from it, which I completely agree
with. ‘‘If the recent recession is seen as the major problem rather
than sluggish long-run growth of the economy, then policies targeted to increasing aggregate demand’’—and I will insert a parenthetical, that means spending—may be appropriate.
The key question is what you are trying to attack. Again, there
is a difference, as Mr. Edwards noted, between what is appropriate
for the long run, and that is increased saving, and what is appropriate for the short run, given excess capacity.
Senator KYL. Well, it seems to me—and I will let him describe
it for himself—that he is talking about demand created by increased productivity, not spending. But maybe I misunderstood.
Mr. Entin.
Mr. ENTIN. There are these two views in economics. One is that
somehow you can prime the pump. Friedman and the monitarists
asked, ‘‘Where does the money come from?’’ Unless the Federal Reserve is printing it, you have to borrow it back. There is no pump
priming. That does not work.
We have had this debate since the 1960’s, and even earlier. It is
discouraging to see that it is continuing, because we think we have
enough evidence to prove that pump priming does not work.
When you have a situation of unsatisfactory growth, people tend
to think that we have higher capacity but we are not using it.
What is really happening is that taxes and regulations have created an obstacle to the use of that capacity, and it is not really
there. Unless you get the tax barriers to new hiring and new investment down so that people want to produce more growth, you
are not going to get the growth.
The capacity limit that people are trying to get up to is, in a
sense, a mirage because the labor cannot come forward, it cannot
be usefully employed. The capital cannot be replaced, modernized,
expanded because of these barriers.
Unless you address the barriers, you are not going to get any improvement. There is no good saying that there is a difference between the short run and the long run, and we are operating under
capacity, and then when we get there we can expand.
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The changes that we are recommending have the effect of expanding capacity and utilization of capacity right from the start, although they do grow bigger over time.
Senator KYL. When that increased productivity occurs, it creates
the demand, and that is what you are saying.
Mr. ENTIN. Yes.
Senator KYL. That is how you get the demand, which enables the
economy to grow in a healthy way.
Mr. ENTIN. Yes.
Senator KYL. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Breaux.
Senator BREAUX. I think I get more confused by the day, the
hour, and the minute. I am looking at the CBO chart on the budget, the economy, and taxes.
It points out that, over the next 10 years, the deficit would go
from $228 billion up to $252 billion in 2004, and then progressively
get a little better, and ends up over the 10-year period of a $124
billion deficit.
The assumptions that CBO factors in to that deficit, because of
whatever rules they follow, are really very unrealistic. The CBO assumptions assume no new laws affecting revenues, such as Medicare and Social Security, or additional tax cuts will be enacted over
the next 10 years, and that discretionary spending will grow at the
rate of inflation, and that there will be no significant repercussions
for the United States’ economy from any war with Iraq, and no
shocks to the economy from major acts of terrorism.
They assume a growth rate of 2.5 percent in 2003, 3.6 percent
in 2004, 3.2 percent in 2005 through 2008, and then 2.7 percent
from 2009 to 2013.
Now, I guess my question is, let us try and be realistic and factor
in assumptions that are out there. I mean, we are talking about
going to war with Iraq in a couple of weeks, at a cost of who knows
what, anywhere from $60 to $200 billion. We know that Medicare
is, at minimum, a $500 billion problem, and Social Security, the
transition costs alone, are about $1 trillion.
Can any of you take a stab at what kind of economic growth
rates would we have to have if those things that we think are going
to happen happen to end up with the same deficit that they are
projecting after 10 years?
Mr. EDWARDS. I would touch on, I think you are right that the
CBO baseline projections are very optimistic on the discretionary
side, given the recent history since 1998. I think President Bush
has got a 2.3 percent growth in discretionary annually through
2008.
I think, if we ever really wanted to meet such a low spending annual increase, Congress has really seriously got to look at many
areas of Federal activity and either moving them back to the
States, or terminating or privatizing. We are not going to get 2.3
percent growth unless we have a serious restructuring.
With the huge 7 percent of GDP increase in Medicare, Medicaid,
and Social Security in the next 30 years, we are going to have an
utterly different Federal Government a few decades from now than
we have now.
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I think, if we do not want a European-sized government, the Federal Government is really going to have to start hiving off some of
its activities and either moving them back to the States or putting
them into the private sector.
Senator BREAUX. Mr. Orszag.
Mr. ORSZAG. Senator, two points, quickly. One, is I would be
happy to submit for the record a paper I have written with Bill
Gale of Brookings that goes through some of the calculations you
were just walking through.
What it shows, is even on a unified budget, even without a Medicare prescription drug benefitand the war, once you take into account the expiring tax provisions and real discretionary spending
growing with the population, you are at a $1.1 trillion deficit over
the next 10 years, and that includes Social Security and Medicare
surpluses.
If you exclude the retirement trust funds, you are at a $4.5 trillion deficit, and that is before any of the new proposals. So, you are
looking at very large out-year deficits.
I do want to also emphasize, according to the administration’s
own budget, there is a deficit in 2008 on a structurally adjusted
basis—that means taking into account the business cycle—that is
more than 1 percent of GDP. It is something like 1.2 or 1.3 percent
of GDP, by their own figures.
If you wanted to grow your way out of that deficit—and that is
under a series of unrealistic assumptions, but let us just take the
number—and assuming the normal rule of thumb that one dollar
of GDP raises about 20 cents of revenue, you would need GDP in
2008 to be about 5 or 6 percentage points higher than currently
projected.
Now, again, the net effect of tax cuts—again, you have the positive incentive effects, but the reduced national saving effects. There
is no credible estimate that gets you anywhere near that number.
For example, the upper bound on the 2001 tax cuts is between 0.5
and 1 percent.
You would need 5, 6, 7 percent for this thing to pay for itself.
It is not going to happen. So you are facing very large out-year
deficits that will not be fixed just by higher growth, unfortunately.
That is before we get to the retirement of the baby boomers, of
course.
Mr. ENTIN. Many of the tax cuts enacted in 2001 were not at the
margin, they were social policies, not pro-growth. So I would not
condemn that bill for not generating a lot of growth. It apparently
was not all intended to.
The deficits that you are seeing reflect the level of government
outlays. You made a very good point about the war in Iraq, but let
me rephrase it a bit.
If you call up, let us say, 200,000 reservists and send them to
the Middle East, they will not be here producing goods and services. Even if you give consumers money to spend, these reservists
will not be here producing goods and services for the consumers to
purchase.
Longer term, if we need more doctors and nurses, people who go
into those medical professions—assuming we find the money to pay
for it, and I think we will—are not going to be producing other
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things. They are not going to be teachers, they are not going to be
steelworkers.
You are going to be reallocating resources. The government is
going to crowd out production of normal goods and services in the
private sector in favor of whatever it is the government is subsidizing or encouraging.
The government is going to have to cut some of its resource use
in some area so that it can increase its resource use in other areas
without squeezing the private sector consumption and investment.
That is why it is not so much the deficit and the borrowing and
the national saving, it is the use of resources by the government
in its government spending that is ultimately going to be the problem.
Senator BREAUX. Well, I was confused. Now I am even more confused. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Smith.
Senator SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am reminded, with Senator Breaux’s comments, that it is easy
to DO what is right around here. It is difficult to KNOW what is
right around here.
Do I understand, Mr. Orszag, that your comment is that, given
no additional tax cuts, stimulus, or spending, to deal with the current obligations of the Federal Government and to get back to balance, we have to have growth of between 5 and 7 percent?
Mr. ORSZAG. Under the Administration’s budget proposals, you
would need the level of GDP in 2008 to be about 5 or 6 percentage
points higher than projected in oder to eliminate the deficit in that
year.
Senator SMITH. And that is holding current spending as it is, and
that is holding current tax policy as it is.
Mr. ORSZAG. That is with the revenue and spending proposals
that are in the administration’s budget.
Senator SMITH. All right. So it assumes going forward with the
tax cuts.
Mr. ORSZAG. Yes.
Senator SMITH. I am trying to get a handle on what the right
thing is to do by the States, Ms. Monson. I was in a State Senate
as well, the State of Oregon. Our State faces a big deficit. The taxpayers have said, on a landslide measure, no new taxes.
I am trying to calculate, what is the best way to help the States
with the burden that they assume because of the Federal Government? Homeland security comes to mind; a lot of mandates are imposed without reimbursement.
Particularly, Medicaid is something that is spiralling out of control. My understanding is, and I think you said, 46 of the 50 States
have deficits. Is that correct?
Ms. MONSON. That is about right.
Senator SMITH. And how many of those 46 are actually raising
taxes right now, or withholding tax cuts?
Ms. MONSON. We know that in excess of 30 States have either
proposed or implemented tax cuts. But we also know a substantial
number of States, almost 20, have reduced spending in the areas
of education. When you start reducing elementary and secondary
education expenditures, you know it is a bad situation.
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But you asked a very important question: what can we do? What
do we think, as States, would be good to do?
Senator SMITH. What I am really trying to get at, I think the
States have been as profligate as the Federal Government has in
spending during the go-go years.
I think we have tried to assume that the balloon would always
be there and would never pop, and it did. But I am not insensitive
to the needs of the States. In fact, Senators Rockefeller, Collins,
Nelson and I have proposed, increases FMAP for the past few Congresses.
I wonder if you feel that that is an appropriate way to help the
States with increasing the Federal percentage of Medicaid. I would
love all of your comments on that.
Ms. MONSON. Well, we certainly would not decline it. But let me
speak to one additional way that we think the Federal Government
could help initially, and that is in the area of unfunded mandates.
The dollar amount ranges from probably a low of $26 billion to a
high of $100 billion.
But particularly in the areas of education, and there are expectations in the area of homeland security that States would be responsible for. They may not be technically unfunded mandates like they
are in, for instance, election reform, but these are all areas that we
are required to respond to. States must do something, and there is
a dollar amount that that will cost us.
The FMAP rate, the Medicaid expenditures, are growing in the
States and are increasing. Every time people are laid off from their
jobs, they are eligible. It is a federal/State shared program, so we
think it is quite appropriate for the Federal Government to at least
look at delaying some of the reductions in the FMAP rate, if not
increasing the FMAP rate.
There are other ideas in terms of maintenance of effort requirements that come along with that that were open for discussion, but
know that the demand is huge. The health care costs increases are
something that have been totally out of our control. States do not
have the control that we would like to have in that area.
Senator SMITH. I wonder if the others on the panel can give me
one idea, or one way in which we could legitimately help the
States. Is there anything we can do? Not to shore up their baseline
budgets, which I think were irresponsibly inflated during the
1990’s, but, in fact, to help with legitimate costs imposed by the
Federal Government. Can each of you identify one or two, or whatever ones you think are appropriate?
Mr. ENTIN. I think the Medicaid area—and the administration
has some block grant proposals in this regard—is a legitimate area.
Unfunded mandates are irresponsible and harmful, and the States
should have flexibility in dealing with these programs and should
be compensated if the Federal Government is imposing something
on them that they do not necessarily want to do.
Senator SMITH. And if we do not give them cash, give them flexibility.
Mr. ENTIN. Flexibility. But we should not be aiding the States
simply to boost national consumption, because the federal government would have to borrow the money that we are giving to the
States. That is not the reason for helping the States.
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One reason to help is to straighten out these programs that are
out of control and that are imposed on them where they have no
flexibility. The other is, perhaps, if you must, to give them some
assistance to prevent them from raising State income and local
property taxes, which would be disincentives to produce.
Senator SMITH. Because that would offset whatever we do here.
Mr. ENTIN. Yes. But do not think you are going to boost national
consumption and aggregate demand by giving them money to
spend that you have, in turn, borrowed yourself.
Senator SMITH. All right.
Mr. ORSZAG. Senator, Just very briefly, I think the FMAP, which
you have identified, is a particularly good way of getting money to
the States quickly because it is an already established mechanism.
One thing just to note quickly about the spending experience
during the 1990’s. I do not have the percentage with me, but a significant share of the spending increase was associated with Medicaid and with prisons, with law enforcement. That gives a somewhat different feel to—it is partially related to the mandates—
some of the spending expansions that did occur.
Senator SMITH. That is correct.
Mr. EDWARDS. I mean, certainly programs that are shared between the Federal Government and States, it does, in my view,
breed irresponsibility. States have an incentive to put add-ons to
Medicaid because they only pay about half.
So I think ultimately the States have to sit down with the Federal Government and change the focus of these programs, either
send highway spending back to the States, make Medicaid just a
Federal program or vice versa. I think there is a real problem when
there is shared responsibility because there is a lot of finger pointing.
Senator SMITH. So you would argue more in giving more flexibility, not more cash.
Mr. EDWARDS. Oh, absolutely.
Senator SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. We will go around again
on the same basis as we did the first round for a second round of
questioning.
I am going to start with Mr. Orszag. Is it fair to say that accelerating the phase-in of the child tax credit and elimination of the
marriage penalty would serve the same purpose as set forth by
many of the rebate proposals from an administrative perspective?
Would those accelerations not be an easier way to accomplish the
goals of getting money into lower income families’ hands to encourage spending? That would be our objective, to enhance consumer
spending.
Mr. ORSZAG. Marginally it probably is somewhat administratively easier, although I do not think that many of the rebate proposals that have been put out, which have paid some attention to
how they would be administered, would be particularly difficult to
administer. So, there might be some small difference, but I do not
think that is huge.
I think the big difference is what is happening in the out years.
When you accelerate the increases in the child credit, the child
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credit alone would cost something like $100 billion over 10 years
to accelerate.
When you accelerate them, you have costs not just in 2003 when
we think it may be beneficial to boost aggregate demand, but also
revenue losses thereafter. That is really the more important tradeoff, in my opinion. I think the administrative issue, while it might
be present, is of secondary importance.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Edwards, we have heard much about the
multi-year revenue losses of permanent tax policy changes such as
the tax-free dividend proposal. Yet, temporary spending changes
are only scored for the current fiscal year. CBO adds these changes
to the baseline and grows it for inflation for that period.
If we are concerned about fiscal discipline, do you think that we
ought to consider a dollar of spending that is likely to become a
permanent part of the baseline in the same manner as a dollar of
foregone revenue?
Mr. EDWARDS. That is right. If you look 10 years from now, the
Federal spending will be about a trillion dollars more than it is
now. But we do not usually think of spending in those terms. We
usually think just a single year ahead. Whereas, for some reason,
we think of tax changes always on a 5- or 10-year basis.
I think tax cuts, of course, always have the advantage that, on
a static basis, they generally do not lose, if they are pro-growth tax
cuts, as much money as in the static score. Whereas, spending, on
the other hand, often ends up costing a lot more than what was
initially budgeted because there are always add-ons and increases
later on.
The CHAIRMAN. So, obviously, a double standard between the two
different types of proposals when they are discussed in terms of fiscal discipline.
Mr. EDWARDS. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN. Throughout our fiscal history, is there much of
a basis for taking a contrary view, that is, that temporary spending
increases will, in fact, turn out to be temporary?
Mr. EDWARDS. No, I do not think so. We are still left with many
programs, such as the Rural Utilities Service, that were put in
place decades and decades ago that have long outlived their usefulness, and they are still with us decades later.
When you increase spending, you have a new program, you expand beneficiaries of a program, you have created a constituency
or special interest group that will come back year after year to
argue for continuing the spending program.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Monson, in your testimony you request
that any additional assistance provided to the States not have associated with it additional unfunded mandates. I think that is a fair
thing, having voted for the bill that you referred to that has not
worked out the way intended.
You have also outlined some very expensive mandates that
States currently face as a result of recent legislation in that testimony. To the extent that Congress provides money to the States,
do you think that it would be appropriate to eliminate some of the
existing mandates and/or to earmark Federal assistance for use of
those current requirements?
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Ms. MONSON. Well, let me simply say that some of the mandates
are good programmatic mandates. They are things that States
would like to accomplish as well; the No Child Left Behind provisions, some of the election reform provisions, are good provisions.
The problem is, of course, the revenue is not there.
Our first choice would be, of course, if these things have been
done, that the Federal Government would fully fund the mandates.
It is, I know, very difficult. But that certainly would take the burden off the rest of the States’ budgets so that we could continue to
meet the other needs and other expectations of our constituents.
It is also important, as we talk about removing unfunded mandates or providing flexibility, as was mentioned earlier, that by the
time we get to those kinds of changes, then the States have already
fallen into a very, very deep hole.
The expectations that these programs would go forward are
there. It makes it a very difficult situation for us. So, although
flexibility is good, it does not meet the immediate need that States
are facing. A way to address the immediate need would be to fully
fund the Federal mandates that have been imposed upon States.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Entin, in the debate surrounding the consumption-based tax incentives, it is commonly suggested that lower
income taxpayers have a higher propensity to spend or consume
than those with higher income.
I know that many economists believe that this is true, and articulate that view. Are you aware of any factual evidence that
would support that proposition?
Mr. ENTIN. If you pick up any of the old textbooks, they go into
great detail on marginal propensities to consume. But realize that
people tend to govern their consumption by what they expect their
lifetime incomes to be. We over-consume when we are young because we do not have any income, and we are borrowing. Then we
pay it off when we are middle-aged. Then we save for retirement,
and then we consume more than we earn in retirement.
The marginal propensities to consume seem to even out across
income levels looked at over a person’s lifetime. There are many
things that the textbooks mentioned to try to explain away some
of that rather superficial appearance of differences as a point in
time.
The real problem with the use of marginal propensities to consume to make tax policy, is that even if I give someone with a high
propensity to consume a dollar, I have had to get it from somewhere, which means I have had to take it away from someone else
who, if they did not spend it, would have lent it to someone who
would have spent it, and you still have the revolving door problem.
Looked at economy-wide, this playing games among people who
have different marginal propensities to consume gets you nowhere.
That is, indeed, supported by a number of Nobel prize winners
on the other side, so I suspect you are not going to get a good policy
by simply trying to find out who spends the most, and somehow
steering money to them.
The CHAIRMAN. I should have suggested a study done for NBER
by two University of Michigan economists, Slimrod and Shapiro,
suggesting that only 20 percent of the 2001 tax rebate was actually
spent rather than saved and used to pay debt, and that lower in-
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come people were no more likely to save than their higher income
counterparts. So if you know about that, would it call into question
the notion of targeting temporary tax rebates at lower income?
Mr. ENTIN. Yes. That is what I was alluding to in my earlier
statement. Let me point out that Franco Mendigliani, a Nobel prize
winner, and Charles Stendel, did a paper out of Brookings in 1977
that studied the Ford rebate.
They found that something less than 25 percent of that was
spent. They said, ‘‘We conclude that there is strong evidence that
a rebate is not a particularly effective way of producing a prompt
stimulus to consumption.’’
Alan Blinder indicated very little effect from temporary tax cuts,
and particularly very little effect from the 1975 rebate. There are
a number of studies which suggest that that is not the way to analyze tax changes.
Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Orszag, can you respond to that, please?
Mr. ORSZAG. Sure, Senator. First, on the Shapiro/Slemrod study,
the finding which was based on a survey was that about 20 percent
of households said that they primarily saved rather than primarily
spent the rebate.
I would note that there were 51 million taxpayers, or workers,
who were either entirely or partially left out of that rebate. Those
are the ones who are disproportionately living paycheck to paycheck and would be more likely to spend any funds that were given
to them.
It is also worth noting, Footnote 23 of my written testimony does
provide, I think, three or four recent papers that study exactly the
question you had asked about, the marginal propensity to consume,
finding, as expected, that marginal propensities to consume are
higher for lower income households than for higher income households.
All of this is to say it is certainly possible to design a temporary
rebate that would have very little effect on current spending—that
would be the result if the rebate were targeted at higher income
households that base their spending decisions on permanent income.
It is also possible to design a rebate that is more effective by targeting households that are living paycheck to paycheck and are
basing their spending decisions on current income, not lifetime income.
Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Entin, just intuitively, when you just talk
to people living paycheck to paycheck, you give them more money,
they are going to spend it. They have to.
Mr. ENTIN. I am sure they will. But where did you get the money
to give them, and what happened to the people you took it from?
Senator BAUCUS. We are not addressing that point yet. I am just
saying, are they not going to spend it? If you give it to people living
paycheck to paycheck, are they not going to spend it?
Mr. ENTIN. If people are living paycheck to paycheck, they will
spend it.
Senator BAUCUS. And how many Americans do you think are living pretty much paycheck to paycheck, just a percent, just a rough
guess?
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Mr. ENTIN. I do not want to guess. I am not an expert in income
distribution. I do note that the rebate we gave in 2001 caused an
enormous spike in the personal saving rate and accounted for most
of the money.
Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Orszag.
Mr. ORSZAG. Senator, I would just say, again, my written testimony provides references to the literature. This is not the percent
of households, it is the percent of spending.
But somewhere between 15 and 50 percent of spending is done
by households that are basing their spending decisions on current
income, effectively living paycheck to paycheck, instead of their
longer run permanent income.
That does say there is a chunk of households or consumption
where Mr. Entin’s point is correct, that households are basing their
spending decisions on longer run averages. But there is also a substantial share of households where that is not true.
Senator BAUCUS. There is probably both, is my guess. Yes?
Ms. MONSON. Senator, speaking not as an economist, but as an
individual who talks with those kinds of families on a day-to-day
basis, I would presume that upwards of 80 percent of my constituents, given a rebate, would spend those dollars. They would spend
those dollars to provide the needs for their families.
Of course, spending those dollars has a positive effect on local
and State budgets in terms of sales tax revenue generated. It has
a positive effect on businesses because that is new capital in those
businesses.
So I think it is clear. I am not an economist. I can only just deal
with these kinds of questions from my conversations with consumers.
Senator BAUCUS. Well, using an economist’s term, all things
being equal, is it not true that giving people money that live paycheck to paycheck, they are probably going to spend it?
Now, you are getting to the point, all things are not equal. Your
basic point is that, well, gee, if you give people money who live paycheck to paycheck, it has got to come from somewhere. Your point
is, Mr. Entin, it is going to come from additional debt or borrowing,
or so forth.
But what if it does not come from additional debt or borrowing,
it is just less spending someplace else by the Federal Government?
Let us say we do not spend so many dollars on Star Wars, or whatnot.
Mr. ENTIN. If you cut a dollar of Federal spending and enable a
household to do a dollar of additional spending, then, indeed, the
households will be better off. However, total spending in the economy will not have increased.
Senator BAUCUS. But those who are living paycheck to paycheck,
of which there are many, would be spending it.
Mr. ENTIN. Or not borrowing so much to spend.
Senator BAUCUS. I am saying, assuming all things being equal
again—we have to assume that if we are going to start——
Mr. ENTIN. That is called a partial equilibrium analysis and it
does not quite cover——
Senator BAUCUS. I do not know what it is called.
Mr. ENTIN. It does not take all the effects into account.
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Senator BAUCUS. I am just using common sense here. I do not
care about partial or impartial analysis.
Mr. ENTIN. Equilibrium or disequilibrium. General equilibrium.
Senator BAUCUS. I just use my gut here. I have got to use common sense here.
Let me tell you something else, just for your information. I talk
to a lot of people. That is my job. I talk to a lot of people in business about the President’s tax cut. That is my job, too, to talk to
them.
And most CEOs of major companies that I have talked to, and
this is 80 percent of the people I have talked to, and that is a good
number, say we just want people to buy our products. We need to
stimulate consumption now. They do not care about dividends.
They do not care about it.
They say, get people to buy our products now. That way, we will
probably invest more. We are not investing now because people are
not buying our products. I tell you, that is basically what CEOs are
saying. And you have got to listen to people, use a little common
sense, look at the adverse affects on the budget of some of these
proposals. You have got to take a lot of things into consideration
here.
But I am just telling you that my common sense—maybe it is not
common—tells me that we should probably stimulate the economy
now and worry also about the budget effects by not putting into
place measures now which do significantly increase the debt.
I say that, in part, because I can see so many other demands on
Federal spending coming down the pike. They are just incredible.
We are going to have to deal with AMT. How much does that cost,
do you think? Do you know?
Mr. ENTIN. Tens of billions.
Senator BAUCUS. Oh, hundreds of billions.
Mr. ENTIN. Per year. Hundreds over the decade.
Senator BAUCUS. We are talking about 10-year periods here.
That is going to cost $500, $600 billion in addition.
Mr. ENTIN. That is not spending. That is a tax change.
Senator BAUCUS. That is a tax expenditure. That is a tax expenditure.
Mr. ENTIN. Correcting an abnormal tax item which is not part
of a normal tax system is not considered, in technical terms, a tax
expenditure. It means you are going to be losing some revenue.
Senator BAUCUS. We are going to be losing some revenue. I do
not care what you call it.
Mr. ENTIN. I suggest that spending restraint to cover that would
be an excellent policy combination.
Senator BAUCUS. Well, again, we are talking about all things
being equal. I am just saying, we know we are going to have to
spend that money. We know that, over the next 10 years. We are
going to have to cover AMT, and that is not in the President’s
budget.
It is not in the President’s budget, but he kind of later on talked
about it, these retirement savings provisions. Ten years out, those
are going to cost much more than AMT. We have got to be somewhat responsible, somewhat reasonable here in trying to put all
these things into consideration here.
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I am just saying to you, I am kind of astounded if you do not
think that some short-term stimulus is not important, basically
saying that they have this huge tax reform and people will automatically spend because they will see tax cuts in the future.
Maybe they will, maybe they will not. But I do know, if you put
money in people’s pockets now, particularly people living paycheck
to paycheck, they are going to spend it.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Lincoln.
Senator LINCOLN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize for running late today, but I did want to come. I had a few questions for
the panel.
First of all, anyone can answer these, but I think probably it
might be better directed towards Mr. Edwards. Well, anyway, it
does not matter. Anybody.
Does the budget that the President has proposed make it more
or less likely that future generations will receive their full Social
Security and Medicare entitlement?
Mr. EDWARDS. Well, I think citizens have a real problem here because they look to the future of Social Security and they see that
payroll taxes will only cover perhaps three-quarters of future benefits. So, I think anything that we can do now to get Americans saving more so they do not have to rely on future political promises
is a good thing.
I think the more private assets people have, with guaranteed
legal benefits that they can rely on in the future, is a good thing.
So, I think that the President’s tax package, which will help boost
household savings, is a good thing in the long run for retirement
security.
Senator LINCOLN. But more or less likely, whether these generations are going to actually realize the benefits of the entitlements
that they are putting into today.
Mr. EDWARDS. Well, I am saying, right now we have got a crisis
because Congress has not planned ahead, in my view, adequately
for future retirees. So I think anything we can do to help young
people save more for the future is a net plus for future retirees.
Senator LINCOLN. Did you have a comment?
Mr. ORSZAG. Senator, one of the striking things about this budget
is that it identifies Social Security and Medicare as a real fiscal
danger, but then really does not do anything to fix the problem,
and, as I mentioned before, shows very, very large long-term deficits out when the baby boomers are retired.
Furthermore, again, the tax cuts that are being proposed in the
out years—we are not even talking about today when, arguably,
the economy could use some stimulus—when presumably the economy will have fully recovered, will amount to more than twice the
size of the Social Security deficit.
To me, that just reflects a different set of priorities than where
I would be putting my money, but obviously that is up to you all.
Senator LINCOLN. Right.
Mr. ENTIN. Growth is important to increase the tax base to help
people pay their Social Security taxes and still have enough aftertax income to live on. Saving incentives are important to give people an alternative to Social Security, and it might be wise to com-
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bine additional saving incentives for individuals with some reform
of Social Security to bring that program into balance in the future.
I think you have to look at people’s incomes and private saving
as well as Social Security to come to a solution here. If you want
to increase output and production while maintaining high tax
rates, you are going to have to do something about bringing more
people into the country, because the current people will tend to
work less and save less if the tax rates go up to cover these programs. In that sense, it makes it harder to cover the promises. You
must have the real growth going if you want to cover the promises.
Senator LINCOLN. If you are advocating growth, do you not think
it needs to be more immediate than long term? Look at the other
situations we are looking at.
Mr. ENTIN. It needs to be permanently higher growth. The policies that promote long-term growth start at the beginning and give
you positive effects in the short run, but they build and give you
even more growth in the long run.
Senator LINCOLN. Considering the economy we are dealing with
right now, does the growth or the stimulus not need to occur more
immediately than long term if we are going to ever get this ball
rolling?
Mr. ENTIN. There is a debate in the economics profession, but I
believe that all of the things that are proposed for short-run stimulus have to be funded immediately. The Treasury simply borrows
the money back, and they do not work.
The long-term changes that expand capacity and labor force participation work short run and long term. They do build more into
the long term, but they do start immediately. That type of program
does work.
Senator LINCOLN. Well, in some of the instances where we have
heard much discussion about double taxation, last week Secretary
Snow was here and indicated on the record that, left to the administration, Social Security would eventually be funded by IRAs, in
other words, with the private savings that Mr. Edwards, I believe,
has talked some about.
If people paying FICA taxes now, today, to support the system
do not receive the benefits that they have been promised and they
have to fund their Social Security with private savings, is that not
double taxation? You are asking them to pay off the same debt.
Mr. ENTIN. The transition generation definitely has a problem.
Senator LINCOLN. Hello. You are looking at her.
Mr. ENTIN. Well, me, too, although I guess I am a little bit into
the baby boom.
Senator BAUCUS. Right there.
Mr. ENTIN. But to help them out, we need to somehow reduce
their tax burden so that they can put some money into savings, so
that when they continue to pay their payroll tax they have something else on the side that is gaining for them.
To do that, we do have to be careful with Federal outlays over
time so that these savings incentives can be funded with reductions
in Federal outlays that do not simply borrow back the same money.
Senator LINCOLN. Well, just to touch on that, because you have
talked about cutting back on spending. We have taken into consideration here the issue of Social Security and Medicare. Is it not
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true, though, that under the President’s budget in 2003 and 2004,
we could eliminate the entire non-defense Federal Government
spending and still be in the red?
I mean, how can you blame it on spending if that is the case?
If we eliminate the entire non-defense Federal spending, we are
still in the red.
Mr. ENTIN. Hopefully, we will eventually be able to do something
about defense spending, just not in the middle of a war. I hope that
is only temporary. But, ultimately, it is the growth of spending
over time that needs to be trimmed.
We do not have to get back into the black tomorrow, but we do
have to get there eventually. We will do that much more easily
with some restraint in Federal spending and some real growth in
the economy.
To get the real growth in the economy, some things have to be
done that are not politically popular. But let us make sure the
things we do actually work, and work short run and long term, because we need that growth long term as well, not just short term.
Senator LINCOLN. You wanted to comment, probably about the
Social Security and maybe the double taxation there.
Mr. ORSZAG. Sure. Two things, just briefly. One, is on long-term
growth, frankly, I think the best thing that you as Federal policymakers could do is to address the long-term fiscal gap and boost
national saving, bottom line. That is for economic growth.
That is not just for the Federal budget. It happens to bring the
benefit of also addressing the imbalance in the Federal budget, but
it would be, in my opinion, the best thing that we could do.
Senator BAUCUS. I agree with that.
Mr. ORSZAG. As you mentioned, let us just look at domestic
spending. Domestic discretionary outlays are now about 3.5 percent
of GDP. That is down from numbers that are closer to 5 percent
in the late 1970’s, early 1980’s. Project that out. Again, the tax cut
in 2013 is 1.7 percent of GDP.
Do you want to pay for that in domestic spending? You have to
eliminate half of the domestic discretionary spending. That, by the
way, includes homeland security. So half of the FBI, half of the Department of Homeland Security, half of all these things. I think it
is completely implausible to think that we are going to pay for tax
cuts of this magnitude by spending restraint.
Senator LINCOLN. Thanks, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
I am going to have just one more set of questions. If I do not get
them all asked, I will submit some for answer in writing.
Just for the record and the issue of what the President does to
encourage savings, he does make permanent a $52 billion part of
the 2001 tax bill. All of those incentives for savings that we put in
there, the President does make permanent. That is to encourage
savings so people have the assurance that those laws are going to
be on the books as permanent legislation and not sunset.
And, just for the record, as far as the AMT is concerned, Congress did, in 1999, repeal the AMT. It was vetoed along with other
parts of a tax bill that President Clinton vetoed.
I am going to go back to Mr. Orszag. I want to deal with capacity
utilization. You referred to it as being 75 percent for an average.
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I do not argue with that. You suggest that this means that we do
not need any new investment right now, so I am going to ask you
to look at——
Mr. ORSZAG. Senator, I am sorry. I do not believe that I said
that.
The CHAIRMAN. Correct me.
Mr. ORSZAG. What I think that capacity utilization rate suggests,
is that there is a lot of capacity that could be used if there were
more demand for the products that firms could make.
Now, more investment is part of that demand. When firms buy
computers or build new buildings, there are computer firms and
manufacturing firms that then have more demand for their products. So, business investment is one aspect of demand that could
be spurred.
The CHAIRMAN. I agree with you. If I had read my notes correctly, I would have known you said that.
Now, what I want to do is kind of segment it. Seventy-five percent being an average figure, we have ranges of 90 percent in petroleum and coal, to 50 percent in communications.
In addition, consumer spending is near record highs, personal
savings near record lows, and consumer debt is at the highest level
in history. That leads me to say, not much shortage of demand. Excess capacity in the face of sustained demand suggests that we
have too much investment, but in the wrong place, maybe at the
wrong time. The solution to this problem, in my judgment, is not
more demand, but rather more investment.
Do you believe the government should try to encourage people to
buy old things they no longer want, or do you believe that the government should try to encourage people to invest in new things
that they do want?
Mr. ORSZAG. Well, I think in the short run, Senator, again, putting dollars in people’s pockets does not determine what they are
going to go out and buy. They will use those funds in ways that
they find most beneficial to them.
So, in the short run, certainly I would not advocate holding a gun
to someone’s head and saying, you must go out and buy products
X, Y and Z. But that will work itself out. The beauty of the market
is, that will work itself out. The products that consumers want are
the ones that will be produced.
Again, turning to the long term, investment is the key to long
term growth. That investment has to be financed somehow. When
we save more as a Nation, that provides the funds for financing investment. That is why I think national saving is an important
focus for policymakers over the long term.
The CHAIRMAN. You have done a lot of work that backs up some
of the statements you just have made during this hearing. You
have written that unemployment benefits are good economic stimulus, because those who are unemployed will spend money.
While this might be true in some areas, when you consider the
fact that 70 percent of the households with unemployed workers
have another family member who is employed, it is not entirely
clear that every family would respond in the same way.
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For example, some families with unemployed workers might
choose to spend less because of the uncertainty about their future
job prospects.
I recently asked the Bureau of Labor Statistics to use the Consumer Expenditure Survey to compare the consumption and savings of households with or without unemployment benefits. According to their analysis, there is no statistically significant difference
between these two groups.
Given that fact, would you agree that the impact of extending or
expanding unemployed benefits is not as simple or straightforward
as you have taken a position on, that it directly benefits the economy?
Mr. ORSZAG. I would certainly agree, Senator, the effects will
vary from household to household. I am not familiar with the Bureau of Labor Statistics study that you mentioned.
I know research by Professor Jonathan Gruber of MIT and others
show significant declines in consumption when a member of the
family becomes unemployed. I think that sort of just strikes most
people as being intuitively accurate.
I would also note that the argument that it is possible, especially
during booms, by extending unemployment benefits to provide a
discouraging factor from searching for jobs, is borne out by the evidence.
There is evidence that extending unemployment benefits, especially during economic boom periods, could dissuade workers from
searching for jobs as effectively as they otherwise would. But I
know that those research findings have not been specifically targeted to economic downturns.
I just want to emphasize one very important point about unemployment benefits that has not been adequately appreciated. It
keeps workers attached to the labor force, to the workforce, rather
than, for example, going on disability insurance or just leaving the
labor force. That is a very important thing because, in order to be
receiving unemployment benefits, you need to be searching for a
job.
There has not been adequate academic research yet on this effect, but I think it is possibly quite important to keep those workers basically in the workforce looking for jobs so that they do not
become part of a more permanent class of workers who have become divorced from the labor market and do not go back to work
when the economy recovers.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Baucus.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator, following on the Medicaid questions posed by Senator
Smith, I just have some concerns about the administration’s Medicaid reform proposal to block grant the program and, at the same
time, end entitlements.
I do not have the time now to explore it with you, but I would
like your thoughts identifying areas where Medicaid could, or
should, be more flexible. I say that because, frankly, I have real
concerns about throwing the baby out with the bath water with
this new administration’s block grant idea in the name of flexibility. So, again, I do not have the time. I must leave at this point.
But if you could, please just provide that.
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Ms. MONSON. We will. We will be happy to provide that information.
Senator BAUCUS. Just exploring how we can make Medicaid more
flexible.
Ms. MONSON. We share your concerns as well.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you very much.
Thank you.
[The information appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Baucus.
Now, Senator Lincoln.
Senator LINCOLN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Monson, I was very interested, and I am sorry I was not
here, with Senator Smith’s advanced refunding proposal for government bonds.
I know that currently in our State, our State’s education system
is facing a major restructuring. This proposal appears as if it would
be very beneficial to our States and to our local school districts and
their ability to meet the requirements of the Supreme Court decision.
Can you think of any negative implications from this proposal
that Senator Smith has, and do you think it is really a win-win for
the States and the Federal Government?
Ms. MONSON. I appreciate that question. No, I cannot think of
any negative benefits or negative implications from the proposal. It
does provide an opportunity for States to borrow at lower rates, to
initiate capital improvements and capital projects.
It is very important. We talk about economic stimulus and ways
to infuse new dollars in the economy, to create demand, to create
standing. We think this is certainly one outstanding opportunity
for States to do so. State budgets can be a drag on the national economic recovery.
As we continue to make cuts and impose new tax increases, we
know that what we are attempting to do, what we talked about
here, is increase or improve the economic situation that we face
across the country. What States are doing now does not benefit.
These kinds of proposals, the proposal by Senator Smith and others, though, we know have a direct positive impact on State budgets and can certainly add to the economic recovery that we all look
forward to.
Senator LINCOLN. Well, taking that into consideration, I know
some of the other problems that we face in our States. I do not
know if Oklahoma is in the same circumstances, but Arkansas is
one of six States that, by law, is required to produce a 2-year budget.
Many of the issues that we are facing here, particularly welfare
reform, without doing that prior to when our legislatures finish,
they are having to devise budgets without any knowledge of what
the Federal Government’s role is going to be, and how much of that
role they are actually going to play.
Ms. MONSON. It is even difficult with those States that have a
1-year budget cycle, but certainly those States that have a 2-year
budget cycle. With the uncertainty that is around Congress now,
the TANF reform, the reauthorization of the program, even the
proposals surrounding Medicaid, but all those proposals, particu-
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larly those that come with unfunded Federal mandates, we do not
know exactly if there is going to be flexibility. That is still down
the road.
We do not know what the funded level is going to be. We are not
sure. Those kinds of uncertainties do present a very difficult situation for States. Because we are required to balance the budget, our
only option is to continue to cut programs.
There is a real loss of revenue in States’ budgets. It is not
thought of or invented. There is a real loss of revenues. So, when
we have that tangible loss of revenue with the expectation or anticipation, or failure to anticipate what the Federal Government is
going to do, States must err on the side of conservative fiscal policy, therefore, we continue to cut budgets, therefore, the economy
is continued to be slowed down.
So, it is important for us to have some assurance as to what the
Federal budget is going to be, the implications for States, if we are
going to make prudent decisions.
Senator LINCOLN. Does anybody else have any comments on the
advanced refunding?
[No response.]
Senator LINCOLN. Well, as we have seen, I think many of the
President’s tax cut proposals, which, by their admission, are aimed
at some of the wealthier taxpayers when you look at the brackets,
and certainly the dividend deduction in terms of its portion of the
overall tax cut, these will reduce the tax base in the States and
force them really to raise taxes in order to balance their budgets,
because you are going to see less money in the States. We already
have seen that in the majority of our States.
The President’s budget also aims to push funding for many of our
social programs onto the States, whether it is their cost share in
Medicaid, TANF, and some of these others.
In Arkansas, in order to make up for some of the shortfalls that
we are faced with, our Governor, like some of the others, has proposed an increase in sales tax, which is not boding very well. Obviously, tax increases are not fun for anyone.
But to the extent that the Federal law is reducing income taxes,
which are in effect being replaced by sales tax in these States, because we are really, I do not know, stepping down or abdicating
from our responsibility on the Federal level, will the President’s
budget result, really, in higher or lower taxes for working families?
Has anyone calculated that?
Mr. EDWARDS. I think it is a good thing if States move towards
more of a consumption base in the long run. There is increasing tax
competition between States, taxes on capital.
Capital gains and corporate taxes are really an inefficient way,
and more so all the time, for States to try to raise money because
businesses and wealthy individuals simply move to other States.
So, I think it is actually a good thing. Consumption bases are a
lot more stable for State governments, so I think States should
start planning now to avoid the next budget bust and the next economic downturn by moving away from capital gains tax bases that
are very volatile.
Mr. ENTIN. Ultimately, the States will benefit if the economy can
begin growing at 3 and 4 percent a year instead of 2 or 1 percent.
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This is really something that will overwhelm the temporary effects
of the changes in the definition of taxable income.
Also, if a State does not want to, for example, allow its taxpayers
to get a dividend exclusion, it can change its law to put that back
into the tax base. But it might then be at a competitive disadvantage with the State next door that allowed it, and capital might
flow more into that other State than the home State.
I think, though, that we should look beyond the initial impact of
the tax changes. Granted, rate cuts, dividend relief, and so on help
people who currently have dividends. But, over time, young people
who do not save yet but will save in the future will have dividends.
Over a lifetime, a lot more people will have benefitted.
But, even beyond that, for each dollar of additional GDP that
faster capital formation makes possible, the split is roughly as follows. After taxes, workers receive over half. The government takes
a little bit over a third, federal, State, and local tax revenue. Depreciation eats up 10 or 12 cents. The owners of the capital get
only about a nickel.
When the trucking firm buys another truck, it has to hire another truck driver. The truck driver benefits a lot from capital formation. That is what all of this is really all about.
Senator LINCOLN. Well, can I just say that there is not as much
argument over whether we can look at dividend deduction and the
reforms of how those are treated.
I guess really the question is, is this the time to devote that
much of our resources towards that, and is it not something that
we should be dealing with in the future, or maybe incrementally?
Because, Mr. Edwards, your point that the burden should be put
on the consumption, at a time when most of our consumers, or a
good bit of them, are unemployed at this point and the economy is
slow, you are going to put the burden of not only resurrecting the
economy, but also carrying the burden of the tax implications on
those working families who may or may not be in the workforce.
Is that what I am hearing you say?
Mr. EDWARDS. Well, I think the overall cost of the tax system can
be lowered, even for any given level of spending, if you move more
towards a consumption base. For example, the United States is
only one cog in the world economy now.
There are trillions of dollars of cross-border capital flows every
year. If we move away from taxes on corporations, or high corporate tax rates, which are a real problem, away from capital gains
taxes and other taxes on capital, we will get large net inflows of
capital from abroad that will help stimulate the U.S. economy and
create long-term growth that will benefit everyone, particularly
wage earners.
Wage earners’ wages are determined by how much capital they
have to work with. If we get large net inflows of capital from
abroad, that will be great for all American wage earners in the long
run.
Senator LINCOLN. I just wonder. As we look at these working
families, two working parents with two or three children, you are
saying that the burden on those individuals, by the taxes you place
on their consumption of a microwave or shoes for their children,
should be the equal burden that anyone in a tax bracket that is
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20 times what they make, this is supposed to equalize the responsibility? I am concerned.
I do want to give Mr. Orszag an opportunity to respond, if I may.
But, Mr. Edwards, did you have a comment?
Mr. EDWARDS. More and more, the corporate income tax, for example, falls on wage earners. Just because it is hidden, it does not
mean it does not fall on them. With regard to the current tax burden, there are 142 million tax filers in the United States now, according to JCT figures, and about 50 million do not pay a dime in
income tax.
Senator LINCOLN. So they are not taxpayers?
Mr. EDWARDS. They are payroll taxpayers. But, as Senator
Grassley pointed out, the EITC offsets a lot of the payroll tax for
people at the bottom. So I think we have really got to look at the
real problem here, with over-taxing folks at the top who, frankly,
are the entrepreneurs.
Senator LINCOLN. Thanks.
Mr. ORSZAG. Senator, I think this raises a very important point.
A lot of the theoretical benefits associated with either addressing
the dividend tax issue or moving towards the consumption tax assume that the changes are revenue neutral. So, people will trot out
estimates of how much you gain from doing that. They assume that
it is revenue neutral.
That is not what these proposals are. These proposals are not
revenue neutral. They would expand the budget deficit. In that
context, you need to weigh any potential benefit against the loss
from the reduced national saving.
Again, in many cases the net effect may well be negative. So
even if you are just looking at spurring economic growth, moving
to a consumption tax by just cutting taxes does not actually necessarily achieve the purpose of a consumption tax, which is to raise
saving, raise national saving. It could actually reduce national saving.
So, one has to be very careful that the theoretical arguments that
are sometimes made about consumption taxes or dividend taxes not
being misapplied to a specific policy proposal that is completely inconsistent with the assumptions behind those analyses.
Ms. MONSON. Senator, if I could add, too. I know your time has
expired.
The CHAIRMAN. That is all right. Go ahead.
Ms. MONSON. But just in terms of the implications for State
budgets, these tax policies we have been talking about, one might
argue that there are national benefits to some of these dividend
proposals, et cetera, et cetera, but there is a direct impact on State
budgets, our inability then to generate the kind of revenue that
citizens expect because of the services they anticipate that we
would deliver.
So, please understand that States may not even have an opportunity to decouple from some of the Federal tax proposals, and we
may be, again, left holding the bag with reduced revenue that we
had no control over.
Many of the citizens that we have talked about, the additional
consumption taxes that could potentially be placed upon them
would add a substantial burden to very hard-pressed family in-
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comes now. These are taxpayers. They may not, to some extent,
pay Federal taxes, or even some State taxes where State income
taxes are imposed.
But they certainly pay gasoline taxes and they pay other kinds
of consumption taxes that have to be figured into the equation, and
the implication for those families is substantial. The implication for
State budgets is also substantial.
So, we just encourage you, when you talk about these Federal
tax policies, to really take under consideration the implications and
the direct impact that they have right now on State budgets.
Senator LINCOLN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Lincoln.
If any of you have to go, we are just about done, so feel free to
go. I did want to, after Mr. Entin comments, give Mr. Edwards an
opportunity to react to the last exchange from Mr. Orszag, if you
would like to.
Mr. ENTIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Look at the estimates in the literature of the benefits of shifting
from a tax system which repeatedly taxed capital, which is very
sensitive to tax, to a tax system which is more consumption based.
Even that is perhaps a misnomer, because you would deduct saving
and tax all the returns, including the super-normal returns to investments that really pay off magnificently.
Those other types of tax systems that are less income-based and
more consumption-based would add something like 5, 6, or 7 percent to the national income. I have seen estimates up to 10 percent
if you went all the way.
This means that the family’s income goes up by a considerable
amount. Now, if they pay a bit more under the consumption tax
than the income tax, but their pre-tax income has gone up substantially, they come out ahead. There are a number of studies which
suggest that the excess tax burden put on capital so reduces the
incomes of workers by reducing productivity that, even though
their income tax may be lower or the consumption tax may be a
bit higher initially because of the corporate tax, their pre-tax income falls by more than they pick up on the tax relief by shifting
some of it to the corporation.
If that is the case, they are better off if we reduce taxes on saving and investment. It raises their wages by more than it raises
their tax liability. We can avoid, however, the increase in their tax
liability even from the start if we can be in a situation of budget
surplus and spending restraint at the government level so that we
can have a net tax cut.
The transition, as I think you are pointing out, is much, much
easier if the government is in a good fiscal situation to begin with
and can afford to have a net tax cut, because that way there are
no short-term losers as we move to making everyone a winner over
time.
I do not think there is too much quarrel among economists that,
ultimately, taxing a sensitive factor like capital which promotes
productivity, ultimately costs the people who are working with that
capital a good deal of income, and that a so-called consumptionbased tax system gives you a higher level of income all across the
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board than an income tax-based system of taxation. It is inefficient
to do what we are doing.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Edwards, you did look up during the conversation that was going on. If you had any comments, I would like
to have you make those. If you do not, we will adjourn the meeting.
Well, first of all, did you want to comment?
Mr. EDWARDS. I must say, in terms of Keynesian stimulus, if
Keynesian stimulus really worked, we should have an economy
going gangbusters right now with a $300 billion deficit and large
increases in Federal spending every year the last few years. But I
think the fact that the economy is in a slow-down does show we
have to look at the investment side.
The CHAIRMAN. Keynesian economists are not much of a profession anymore, but they have still got a lot of disciples and believers
in Congress.
Senator LINCOLN. May I ask one more question, please? Mr.
Chairman, thank you. I just wanted to follow up with what Mr.
Entin had said.
I guess my question is, if you think that this trickle down is
going to get to the worker, particularly the minimum wage worker
that has got a family of two and is working two jobs, if you could
just help me better understand, what reason does the business
owner have to pay higher wages when they can just apply this tax
windfall that they have to their bottom line?
Mr. ENTIN. Trickle down is a Keynesian concept that suggests,
if you give the upper income money to spend, they will go out and
consume and that will cause people to be employed, or they will
hire servants. It is a spending concept.
The concept of reducing the tax wedge on workers by lowering
their marginal rates means they can keep a higher after-tax wage,
while their pre-tax, their gross wage, can go down a bit. Their
after-tax wage can go up a bit because the government is taking
less out of the middle.
Senator LINCOLN. We are talking about people that do not even
file those.
Mr. ENTIN. And look at investment. If you take some of the tax
off capital formation, then capital investment projects currently
need to yield a 9 percent return in order to be undertaken, because
the government takes 3 percent inflation, 3 percent in taxes, and
the owner only gets 3 percent now. If you take some of that tax
wedge out, then maybe a 7 percent return is all right. So, an extra
trillion dollars of capital can be put in place.
Senator LINCOLN. Maybe.
Mr. ENTIN. Well, estimates of the elasticity might be $800 billion
or one point two trillion dollar, but it is a big number. With the
added capital in place, productivity rises and the market forces
cause employers to want more workers to go with the added capital, and they are willing to pay them their higher productivity.
Productivity and wage growth are very closely related, and have
been for centuries that we have data. If that is not true, then markets do not work at all and we are living in some sort of very
strange world.
Senator LINCOLN. Mr. Chairman, this is so theoretical. I just
want us to be encouraged by this gentleman who is thinking in a
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very theoretical way. For the minimum wage worker that is making under $11,000 a year, in 5 years they have not seen an increase
in minimum wage.
If all of a sudden this tax windfall comes to the business owner,
they are going to see to applying that to the income of that lowincome earner as opposed to their bottom line that is going to,
again, as you say, increase maybe the value of this capital, or this
industry, or business to a dividend individual who is in a different
boat.
Mr. ENTIN. Individuals who can only produce enough to earn the
minimum wage can profit through getting their productivity up to
the point where they are producing more so that employers are trying to bid them into their company because they are so valuable.
And to get a worker’s skills up or his productivity up, you need
either to train him better, to give him more education, or to give
him someone else’s capital to work with if he cannot save and buy
his own small business, which these people mainly cannot.
So anything that promotes capital formation or enables people to
get more training will raise their productivity and will raise their
wage above the minimum, and that is what all of this is about.
The markets will do it if they are given a chance. The reason the
theories are the way they are is that we have seen this happen so
many times. We are not getting our theories from outer space. We
are trying to base theory on historical evidence.
Senator LINCOLN. I thank you. The Chairman has indulged me
tremendously, and I do appreciate it. He is a kind gentleman, and
he always has been.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank the panel, Senator Monson, and all the
rest of you, for your kind attention for two hours of very important
testimony as we go one more leg down the road to solving this
issue as we attempt a jobs bill to be approved by this Congress.
Thank you all very much.
[Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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EXAMINATION OF PROPOSALS FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH AND JOB CREATION: INCENTIVES FOR INVESTMENT
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 2003

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 9:39 a.m., in
room 215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Charles E. Grassley (chairman of the committee) presiding.
Also present: Senators Nickles, Kyl, Thomas, Santorum,
Bunning, Baucus, Rockefeller, and Lincoln.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES E. GRASSLEY, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM IOWA, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

The CHAIRMAN. Good morning, everybody. We are very happy to
have you here as we continue what is a third in a series of hearings that we are having on revenue proposals in the administration’s budget.
We had John Snow. Yesterday, we had a panel to examine incentives for the demand side. Today, we turn to incentives for the investment side.
No one would dispute the fact that it has been a very rough period, almost 3 years, for the investment side. I think Senator Kyl
had a chart yesterday that demonstrated that very clearly: investment is very flat, consumer expenditures have been fairly healthy
over the last 3 years. Obviously, though, the economy is not so
good.
The Stock Exchange is a good example, led by the NASDAQ, followed by the Dow, and the S&P tumbling. The NASDAQ peaked
at 5,000 March 10, 2000. Yesterday, 1,295. so worth about 25 percent of what it was about 3 years ago. The Dow is about 67 percent
of 3 years ago; the S&P about 54 percent.
Everyone acknowledges the effect of the bubble of the late 1990’s.
No one can mistake the impact of the corporate scandals of the late
1990’s in the early part of this decade.
Clearly, the tragic events of September 11 and the war on terror
have had effects. There is not doubt investors, large and small, institutional or individual, have had a rough 3 years.
So we need to ask the question, what, if anything, can government generally, this committee specifically, do about it? Is there a
fiscal policy that can help right the ship for the capital markets?
(43)
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Now, over the last few years, the stock market drop has been accompanied by decline then in business investment. Commerce Department data show that business investment peaked the second
quarter of 2000, 3 years ago.
Purchases of equipment and other business assets have flattened
out and dropped. Too many factories are dark, or at least parts of
them. Too many workers are idle. Too many workers worry their
jobs might be the next one lost. I think 1 in 4 workers are worried
about losing jobs.
So, ask the question, what can we, as the Finance Committee, do
about it? Is there a fiscal policy that can help move up the level
of business investment? I guess I believe very much, in my votes
recently, that there is much we can do.
The good news, is that we have both political parties recognizing
the problem of dramatic decline in investment. There are differences, hopefully bridgeable, in how we tackle the problem of declining investment.
The President’s package is, as he told me at the White House
just yesterday, bold on investment incentives. The President is
breaking new ground on proposing elimination of double taxation
of dividends.
It could be argued that the President’s boldness has made his
growth proposal an attractive target for his detractors. Many of the
alternative proposals are, by design, thin on the investment side
and are short-term.
As we begin to examine the investment side, I would like to say
to the skeptics out there, think about the numbers that are recited
above. Think about what has happened to the stock market. Think
about the impact on investors, retirees, and all those who invested
in the stock market. Think about the factories that are not working
at capacity.
As you criticize the President’s plan then, and that plan aims to
improve market capitalization over the long term, I would like to
ask what alternatives on the investment side do those skeptics propose.
In today’s hearing, we will focus on the status of the investment
side of the economy. We will examine proposals for raising the level
of investment. The witnesses will testify to the efficiency of these
proposals, their short-term benefits, and long-term implications.
Today, as you can see at the table, we have two distinguished
former members of Congress who have played key roles in making
fiscal policy over the last two decades.
It is my first opportunity to welcome Citizen Gramm to the podium; also, a former colleague of mine on the House Agriculture
Committee, Leon Panetta, all people who have distinguished themselves very well, speaking very forcefully on TV regularly about positions that they hold, and helping to educate our electorate. I
think you both do a very, very good job.
Both of these long-time public servants have moved on to the private sector. Our former colleague, now Citizen Gramm, is vice
president of UBS Warburg. Leon, now co-director of the Panetta Institute for Public Policy, is serving on many boards, including the
board of directors of the New York Stock Exchange.
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In addition, we have two distinguished veterans of economic policy on the next panel, Kevin Hassett and William Gale. So, I look
forward to their testimony.
It is my privilege to call upon my colleague, Senator Baucus.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MAX BAUCUS, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM MONTANA

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I join
you in welcoming two good friends, and two very astute observers
of the national scene, particularly the economic scene, and I thank
you very, very much.
Senator Gramm, welcome back. We have engaged several times.
It is good to see you again. And Chairman Panetta, thank you so
much. Thank you for all the roles that you have performed over the
years.
Both of you very much believe in public service and have served
our country very, very well, both of you, and I thank you very, very
much. I know our American people do, too. Those that know you,
anyway, certainly do thank you.
Mr. Chairman, as you know, yesterday we focused on consumption with respect to the President’s stimulus plan. Today, we are
looking at ways to increase investment. But I must begin by saying
I am, frankly, quite concerned. I am concerned about where our
country is headed.
Two years ago, we were squarely on a path of fiscal discipline.
In fact, we were, even then, if you will recall, worried about what
we were going to do after we paid off the national debt. It was incredible. That was the discussion. I wish we still had that worry,
but we do not. It is much different today. I need not give you the
figures, but it is almost dramatically the opposite compared to
what it was 2 years ago.
So why are we here today? We are here to talk about investment
because investment creates economic growth. I believe there are
two ways we should do this. First, incentives for investment in the
Tax Code, particularly for small business.
Small business is still the backbone of the American economy,
creates the most jobs. There is more innovation in small business.
The vast majority of new jobs, as I said, are created there.
In my State of Montana, small business comprises 98 percent of
all business. They employ 70 percent of Montana’s employees. So,
if we want to create new jobs through economic growth, we must
help, certainly, small business.
We can help them by increasing the amount small business can
expense immediately when they buy new equipment. This would
create strong incentive for business to purchase new equipment by
increasing the rate of return.
I believe we should also help small business provide health insurance for their employees. We do not know the solution for rising
health care costs in the long term. But in the short term, small
business owners have told me that health insurance premiums are
going through the roof.
Increases are hitting small businesses much harder because they
do not have the bargaining power that large companies have, and
these costs take money away from investing in new facilities.
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Right now, small businesses are forced to make choices they do
not want to make. Do they shift more of the cost of health insurance to employees? Do they provide health insurance at all? If they
do, will they be able to afford to make new investments in business?
Our colleague, Senator Snowe, held a hearing last week on this
subject and the testimony was very troubling. Health insurance
premiums for companies with 10 or fewer employees grew by 16.5
percent in 2001. According to the SBA, high premiums are the reason that only half as many small firms provide health insurance
coverage compared with large firms.
We need to help small business keep health insurance coverage,
at least during the next several years, pending a better solution to
the health care problems that we are facing generally in our country.
We should decrease the depreciation deduction for a year that a
business purchases new equipment. In 2001, we saw a sharp drop
in direct investment by business. In 2002, we changed the law to
give a larger first-year deduction.
The drop in direct investment leveled, and even increased slightly. I believe we need to provide an increase in the bonus depreciation deduction for 2003 to encourage more direct investment.
The second way to encourage investment is by being fiscally disciplined with our Federal budget. That means we increase our National savings, which is the sum of savings in the private sector
and savings by government, or we prevent our National savings
from decreasing.
One of the best ways to prevent reductions in national savings
is to avoid large, long-term budget deficits. But the budget recently
proposed by the President is in deficit each year, not only in deficit,
it is in deficit significantly, and does not yet include any fund for
war with Iraq. That is not included in the proposal.
If we go to war, how long will it be? A month? A year? What
about the costs after the war, the occupation costs? What about
other costs that will certainly rise on account of war?
We cannot ignore the possibility of war. It is looking more likely
it may occur, and we have to leave ourselves room in the budget
to cover these potential costs.
It is also critical that we extend the three key 60 points votes
of order which are set to expire in just a few months, on April 15.
Extension of these points of order ensures fiscal responsibility by
preventing enactment of legislation that would substantially increase budget deficits in the near term and the longer term.
So we can encourage investment with tax cuts, especially tax
cuts for small business that take effect immediately. We can encourage investment by reducing deficits and being fiscally responsible. I believe deficits do matter. I believe they do affect long-term,
and therefore even shorter term, interest rates.
As we all know, when interest rates go up, our economy is in
much more difficult straits. I am very heartened by Chairman
Greenspan’s testimony yesterday when he made it clear that, in his
judgment, deficits do matter.
He believes—and I do not want to put words in his mouth—that
it does not make sense to pass a tax cut now, he says. I think we
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should take those words to heart. After all, I do not know anybody
who is a better student of the American economy than Chairman
Greenspan, and I urge us, as we go forward, to pay close attention
to what he said.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Baucus.
It is normally our procedure just for the two of us to make opening comments. Senator Nickles asked for a point of personal privilege. If there is no objection, I would like to ask him to speak, then
go to our panel. Mr. Panetta has to leave by 11:00, so we have to
move this first panel along very quickly.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DON NICKLES, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM OKLAHOMA

Senator NICKLES. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I will not
be long. I just wanted to say welcome to our two friends and distinguished guests. Mr. Panetta was, when he was head of OMB, and
also his service in Congress, certainly a friend. We value his contribution today, as well as our former friend—former colleague.
[Laughter.]
I had this vision. This is what I had to relate. Not only did Phil
sit adjacent to me in this committee, but I had this dream, I looked
on a big screen just recently and saw these big sideburns, and that
he was participating in a rebellion against our Nation, participating in a movie called ‘‘Gods and Generals,’’ and I did not know
which one he was. [Laughter.] But I enjoyed the movie and his participation, and just wanted to say welcome to both of our friends
and colleagues.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
I usually go left to right. So, Senator Phil Gramm, would you
start out, please? Then, Mr. Panetta.
STATEMENT OF HON. PHIL GRAMM, VICE CHAIRMAN AND
MANAGING DIRECTOR, UBS WARBURG, NEW YORK, NY

Mr. GRAMM. Well, Mr. Chairman, let me first thank you for honoring me by letting me be here today. I am also especially proud
to be here with Leon Panetta. I served on the Budget Committee
in the House with Leon. While we have disagreed on many subjects, we have never been disagreeable and I have never doubted
the sincerity of his opinion. I am honored to appear with him.
You have gathered today, it seems to me, to talk about something vitally important to the American people. That is, how do we
get the economy in high gear? How do we put our people back to
work? How do we revitalize the capital market which is a foundation of our retirement programs and our financial security?
I think, looking at this problem, we need to begin to understand
that the current downturn we are in is very different than anything we experienced in the 19th and 20th century. In the 20th
century, we basically had two kinds of downturns. In the latter
part of the century, we had a series of inventory cycles.
Basically what would happen, is signals would get crossed, there
would be over-production, you would have the build-up of inventories, retailers would discover the inventory build-up, they would
cut back on their orders, there would be a retrenchment in the
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economy, people would be laid off, we would go into a recession.
The inventory overhang would, over time, be sold off, orders would
reignite, and the economy would recover.
In that environment, it was literally true, the bigger the boom,
the bigger the bust. The bigger the bust, the subsequent boom. In
that era, we talked about pump priming, basically to reignite consumption.
In the early part of the 20th century and throughout the 19th
century, we had a series of financial panics. They basically were
triggered by a difficulty, in a short period of time, of converting demand deposits into currency. They were exacerbated by the fact
that we had a great seasonal variation in the demand for money
because of an agricultural economy.
It is not an overstatement to say that, in all the 19th century
and the early part of the 20th century, we had financial crises that
were a byproduct of the agricultural era.
In the middle part of the 20th century and the late 20th century,
we had inventory cycles that were a byproduct of the industrial
era. I do not think it is being overly dramatic to say that the current recession is the first post-industrial recession in American history.
Now, why is that important? I think it is important because our
current downturn is largely the result of a speculative bubble. It
is very different than the recessions of the 20th century, which we
could never predict but we knew an awful lot about.
And in a very real sense, we are in uncharted waters. We do not
know for sure that all the gas is out of the bubble. We do not know
what the recovery pattern for speculative bubbles is like.
So, I think that there is a great deal of uncertainty. I think that
should lead us to be cautious in terms of being proactive in trying
to buy an insurance policy in dealing with this recession.
Our current downturn is almost totally the product of a collapse
in investment, a dramatic turnaround in investment over the last
2 years. The interesting thing about our current recession, is consumption has never declined. We have had a housing boom in the
middle of this recession.
Normally, declines in housing start up and housing is identified
with the beginning of recessions and with the recovery. Wages have
continued to rise. The total amount of wages paid in the economy
has continued to rise, even as unemployment has gone up.
In short, this is a very, very different recession. If we are going
to have an impact on it, in my opinion, since consumption has
never declined, since government in the last 18 months, in terms
of its spending, has been a stimulant through the level of spending
it has had, the area where we have a problem is investment.
If we want to affect the economy, if we want to stimulate the
economy and put people back to work, we have got to do it by affecting investment.
The President has made two major proposals that, it seems to
me, will have an immediate, important, and positive impact on investment. The first, is the proposal that the President has made
dealing with the double taxation of dividends. There is a long list
of reasons why this is good policy, both in the short term and the
long term, but let me just touch on a couple.
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First of all, eliminating the dual taxation of dividends will raise
the rate of return on investment and directly encourage investment. I am vice chairman of UBS Warburg. We employ more economists than any other investment bank in the world, do more research than any other investment bank in the world.
Our economists believe that, by eliminating the dual taxation on
dividends, that we will produce a one-time up to 5 percent increase
in the valuation of American equity markets of about 5 percent.
Now, that does not sound like a lot of money, but that is $350 billion of equity value.
By eliminating the dual taxation on dividends, it will eliminate
the inefficiency of the capital market where, because of the Tax
Code, companies have an incentive to retain earnings and invest
them internally, even when the rate of return in the marketplace
is greater than the rate of return inside the company.
Companies are discouraged from paying dividends, but the payment of dividends, the exhibiting of cash flow, makes the books of
companies more transparent and gives investors greater information.
The double taxation on dividends discourages American business
to incorporate even if, by incorporation, they would have greater
access to capital. It biases the development of companies in favor
of debt, which is deductible, instead of equity, which is doubletaxed.
So the elimination of the dual taxation on dividends is good longterm economic growth policy. It will stimulate investment in the
short term, and it seems to me that it is very sound policy and it
should be undertaken.
Let me remind you that we are not talking about, in terms of the
overall budget of the government, a lot of money. If we simply took
the President’s stimulus package and put the money in airplanes
and went out and dropped it around the major cities of the country,
it is 2.4 percent of projected current services spending.
In terms of fiscal impact, it is very small and we might never notice it if we simply dropped it out of airplanes. The only way stimulus packages work is if you change incentives and get people who
have real money who are not putting it to work, to put it to work
by investing it. I think that is critically important.
If we were really talking about stimulating the economy by
spending money and we were not trying to change other people’s
behavior, we would be talking about packages that would be $500
billion, or a trillion dollars over the next 5 years.
So what we are counting on, is changing behavior. I think it is
very important to look at that. If you are not changing behavior,
you are not having much of a positive effect.
The second part of the President’s proposal that I think is critically important, and I hope will end up not being a partisan issue,
is the proposal to accelerate the tax cut that is going into effect
anyway in 2004 and 2006. Accelerating that tax cut does not
change the intermediate or the long-term revenue picture that the
Treasury faces.
The most important part of it, is the highest tax rate. Now, why
is it the most important? Because the highest tax rate is the tax
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rate for small business. The highest tax rate is the rate that proprietorships, partnerships, and subchapter S corporations pay.
As Senator Baucus has said, and as a press release by Chairman
Grassley and Senator Baucus back in August of last year said, 80
percent of the tax relief associated with the top bracket goes to
small business: proprietorships, partnerships, subchapter S corporations.
Now, let me make it clear. We are not talking about giving people relief. We are talking about providing incentives for investment,
and speeding up the reduction in that top rate will cut the effective
tax rate of every small business, every proprietorship, every partnership, every subchapter S corporation in America.
It seems to me, per dollar spent in terms of giving up revenue
in the short term, that is the most effective policy that can be followed.
I think the policy of enhancing expensing is a good policy, but I
would note this caution. Anything that is very short term is probably going to induce people to invest what they would have invested anyway, only change the timing of it.
If you want to change behavior, you need to make permanent
changes. That is why I think accelerating the Tax Code, the tax reduction, and eliminating the dual taxation on dividends is a critically important policy.
I think the uncertainty that surrounds the current recovery and
the lack of predictability of its behavior strongly argues for the passage of a stimulus package, and the sooner the better. It will be
better if you make the whole thing retroactive to January 1.
If the recovery could be accelerated, net additional job creation
over the next 3 years in the range of maybe two million jobs, I
think, is achievable. Anything that helps to restore the $6.7 trillion
of equity values that have been lost in the last 3 years is going to
have a dramatic impact on the economy and on the Federal Treasury. So, Mr. Chairman, I think this committee is in a position to
have a substantial effect.
I would like to conclude by making a little bit of a comment
about crowding out. Obviously, one of the things we have to be concerned about is that our actions could crowd out private investment
by driving up interest rates.
In the short term, we are now looking at Federal debt of about
35 percent of gross domestic product, far below the 50 percent we
faced in 1993. So, in the short term, I do not think we face an imminent problem of crowding out.
But I would say, for people who are concerned about the cost of
the stimulus package, the President’s stimulus package costs $390
billion over 5 years. His budget, which is written for 5 years, which
is why, Senator Nickles, I used that number, increases spending by
$427 billion.
So I guess I have to pose the question, I do not understand being
concerned about the tax cut and its impact on the deficit at $390
billion over 5 years and thinking it should be cut, and then believing that spending, which is $427 billion new spending, should be
increased. I do not think you can have it both ways. I think that
that is something that ought to be looked at.
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Finally, I think there are two areas of spending that need to be
looked at. I think we need to look at defense spending. I think,
after the war with Iraq is over, that we have got to come to grips
with the fact that we have new and emerging needs in defense that
have got to be funded.
But old programs that were aimed at old needs that no longer
are imminent, I think they need to be reevaluated. I think the current rate of growth in defense is largely unsustainable.
Finally, I think Medicare and Medicaid expenses are beginning
to grow. You are going to add a prescription drug benefit this year.
I would urge you to use co-payments to promote efficiency, and to
have a sliding scale on the deductibles so that higher-income people
have to have higher levels of costs to get into the system. I think
if you can do those two things, that it will be very important.
I think, if a bad job is done in adding prescription drugs when
medical costs are rising, the current rate of growth in defense and
the rate of growth in health care could produce a real crowding out
problem in 2006, 2008. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gramm appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Panetta.
STATEMENT OF HON. LEON PANETTA, THE PANETTA INSTITUTE, CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, MONTEREY BY, SEASIDE, CA

Mr. PANETTA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and distinguished members of the Finance Committee. It is an honor to be
able to come back to this committee and to share thoughts with all
of you. It is also an honor for me to appear with Senator Phil
Gramm.
We served together in the House, and when he was both in the
House and the Senate we spent a lot of time negotiating on budgets
and reconciliation, as well as the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings bill
that was implemented to try to deal with the deficit. So, I am honored to have this opportunity.
Let me submit my statement for the record, and I will summarize it very briefly.
I think that there are two fundamental principles that have to
support whatever incentives for investment this committee and the
Congress decide upon. The principles are drawn, obviously, from
my experience as Chairman of the House Budget Committee, and
member of the House Budget Committee for almost 20 years, and
also as Director of the Office of Management and Budget.
I do not think it is any secret that I come to this table feeling
very strongly that it is important to maintain fiscal discipline on
both the spending side, as well as the revenue side.
If you take the attitude that somehow one can simply get a blank
check, and the other is the one you are going to control, you are
not going to get anywhere. Both have to be considered, both have
to be dealt with if you are serious about fiscal responsibility.
I also address these issues based on my experience now as a
member of the board of the New York Stock Exchange, and I serve
as a co-chair of the Corporate Accountability and Listing Standards
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Committee, which basically has had the responsibility of developing
new listing standards, based on the scandals that took place in the
corporate arena.
So, with that as a background, let me just indicate the two principles that I think are important. I do not think there is a Federal
incentive for investment that can produce sustained economic
growth unless it is accompanied by strong fiscal discipline. The two
have to go hand in hand.
If you are going to put something into a budget resolution, if you
are going to put it into reconciliation, then at the very same time
that you decide whatever incentives you are going to provide in reconciliation, you had better, in the budget resolution and reconciliation, also provide for some kind of clear path that indicates we are
returning to fiscal discipline.
The second principles relates to a great deal of what Chairman
Greenspan mentioned yesterday, which is, everywhere I have
gone—and I think all of you are aware of the uncertainty that now
prevails—no matter what you do in terms of investment incentives,
if you do not deal with some of these great uncertainties that are
out there, people are still going to be hesitant to try to go out and
invest if they do not feel that some of these uncertainties have been
dealt with. And the uncertainties are both in the foreign and domestic area.
So it seems to me a guideline ought to be that you do no harm
in terms of whatever you put in place, that you do not add even
greater uncertainty to what is already a nervous investment environment.
So the danger, it seems to me, that you want to avoid is rushing
to judgment, to try to develop either a temporary or permanent solution dealing with a weak economy, and then at the same time excuse exploding future deficits on the basis that somehow they are
either insignificant or they will take care of themselves.
The lesson of the last 25 years—and as I look at this panel, every
one of you have gone through those experiences in one way or another—is that deficits do matter and that they can only be reduced,
they can only be dealt with, if there is unified action by the President and the Congress.
All of you know the history, but I think it is worth touching on
some of the more important lessons that we learned over these last
25 years. In the 1980’s, we knew that we were looking at what
David Stockman said were ‘‘deficits as far as the eye could see.’’
We were looking at $200 billion by the end of the 1980’s. We
were looking at $300 billion by the early 1990’s. We were looking
at as much as $600 billion as we entered a new century.
The national debt quadrupled. The economy clearly wa being impacted by long-term interest rates that were high, increased government borrowing, crowding out capital, and obviously significant
interest payments on the debt being handed on to our children.
In a word, I think the deficit was out of control. Both political
parties, to some extent, did not have the will or courage to directly
confront the problem. So, rather than making the tough decisions
that had to be made, Congress passed budgets based on a combination of smoke-and-mirrors accounting, rosy-scenario economic projections, funding shifts from one fiscal year to the other in order
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to hide spending, exaggerated savings from project reductions that
few believed would really be realized.
In the midst of that, Congress decided that there had to be a better way to try to confront the deficits. Senator Gramm knows better than anyone the effort that was made by he and Senators Rudman and Hollings to basically apply an across-the-board automatic
cut in order to meet deficit reduction targets.
Even with the exceptions that were built into Gramm-Rudman,
Congress kept changing the targets for fear of what an across-theboard cut would do and the political ramifications of that.
So the bottom line was, none of the steps that were put in place
really worked, and all of the projections, particularly on the supply
side, that said that somehow all of this would take care of itself,
never happened and we had a continuing growth in deficits.
In the end, I think it was finally recognized that the key to reducing the deficit was not gimmickry or artificial legislative or constitutional mandates. No one could resolve budget priorities by putting the whole process on automatic pilot.
Political leaders are elected to make hard choices, to set priorities, and to discipline the budget. There just are no magic answers
out there. It takes tough, hard choices.
In 1990, former President George Bush did exactly that with the
1990 budget agreement. It established not only significant deficit
reduction, but it put caps on discretionary spending and it implemented a pay-as-you-go discipline that required any new proposal
for tax cuts or for spending on the entitlement side to be fully paid
for.
I have to tell you, as Chairman of the Budget Committee, if it
were not for those tools, you would have never seen a balanced
budget. Those tools were absolutely essential to achieving a balanced budget.
In 1993, President Clinton passed his economic plan, with $500
billion in deficit reduction. But, again, the most important part of
that was that the budget disciplines that were implemented in the
1990 agreement were also continued in that plan as well.
Then when Congress came together on a balanced budget agreement in 1997, I think it could be said that former Presidents and
Congresses sent a very important signal to the financial markets
that Congress was serious about implementing fiscal discipline.
Those credible efforts, combined, obviously, with actions by the
Federal Reserve, combined by tough decisions by CEOs and those
in business who had to invest in new technologies, who had to basically lay off employees in order to tighten up their operations, all
of that helped produce what I think was the strongest economic
growth and job creation in the history of the country.
Now, those are the facts. Those are the lessons that hopefully are
not now going to be ignored. Many of you, as I said, played very
important roles in the tough decisions that had to be made, and I
commend you for that. There is not a member among you who, at
one time or another, has not criticized uncontrolled fiscal deficits,
and you were right to do so. Nothing has changed that reality.
Nothing.
Deficits do matter. Increased government borrowing provides a
drag on the economy by reducing national savings. If you try to
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provide incentives to increase savings on one hand, and then at the
same time increase deficits that basically drag down national savings, both are considered. It is not just private savings, this is public savings.
So, it clearly is going to impact on national savings. It is going
to increase long-term interest rates ultimately. It is going to crowd
out capital spending. It is going to reduce investment in capital
stock to improve productivity. It is going to increase the debt that
we owe to foreign investors, because they are the ones that usually
are the ones that go out and buy our bonds and we borrow the
money from.
It jeopardizes the social safety net for retirees. It reduces future
income and living standards for American households. And, most
importantly, it does place a tax burden on our children. We have
a responsibility to future generations to make sure that any incentive for investment is accompanied by strong fiscal discipline.
The second principle I want to mention is this ‘‘do no harm’’ principle. Chairman Greenspan, again, pointed out the uncertainty that
obviously is out there in the investment community as it relates to
the war in Iraq, but there are other uncertainties as well.
Let me say that my experience in talking to corporate leaders is
that they are not pessimistic about the long-term future of this
country and its ability to confront these crises.
But what concerns them right now is the growing number of
problems that the country needs to deal with in order to provide
what Phil Gramm said, which is a stable environment for investment and growth. That is what you look for.
The list of challenges is long. It is not just the war in Iraq, it
is the turmoil in the Middle East, the impact on oil prices. You are
seeing what is happening with energy prices right now. It is the
growing conflict in North Korea. It is terrorism alerts that impact
on business and consumer fears.
The hospitality industry in my home town is down 25 percent,
and it continues to be down. It depends a great deal on people feeling confident about being able to go out and enjoy themselves.
There is continuing concern over corporate scandals. There is a
confused enforcement and regulatory environment right now that
is affecting CEOs and boards of directors, even though we have
issued new listing standards.
Even though you passed Sarbanes-Oxley, there are a lot of questions about its implementation that have not been resolved, and
that is creating a lot of consternation among CEOs and boards of
directors.
The losses on retirement income, the escalating foreign trade deficit, and, of course, the budget crisis that is impacting on State governments that looks like it is somewhere between $60 and $80 billion, collectively. All of this in a volatile market, unemployment
going up, costs of health care, obviously produces a very unpredictable world.
So the point is, this is not the time, in light of all of those uncertainties, to add even greater uncertainties to that by adding to cumulative deficits over these next 10 years. And $2.1 trillion is a lot
to add to the debt.
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The national debt is expected to exceed $10 trillion by the end
of this decade, $1.1 trillion in spending for interest on the debt, and
an unfunded liability for Social Security, Medicare, and other retirement programs that OMB itself projects to be near $25 trillion.
All of that, plus the costs, obviously, of whatever is implemented
on a tax cut agenda, is creating even greater anxiety about our economic future.
So, recognizing those principles, I would just advise you to take
into consideration these issues. Number one, do not dig the deficit
hole deeper. Any costs for an incentive package, very frankly, ought
to be paid for under the budget rules.
This idea that you are going to put in place pay-go, but somehow
exempt tax cuts, is wrong. If you are going to do pay-go, the fundamental purpose of pay-go was to make sure that, whether you did
tax cuts or whether you did spending on entitlements, you paid for
them in order to make sure that the deficit would not be harmed
for the future.
Second, and again I kind of share this concern about whether or
not you should advance a stimulus program right now to begin
with in the present uncertainties. But if you do, better that it be
temporary rather than permanent, only because, again, of the impact it will have on the long-term budget situation.
Tax cuts should be targeted, I think, to be effective and fair.
Clearly, consumers in working families ought to be able to have a
piece of the action in order to invest, in order to spend, and businesses obviously have to have direct incentives.
I like the expensing idea. I like the idea on depreciation because
I think those kinds of things will drive businesses to invest soon
and try to hire new workers.
Last, I am going to say that you recognize the trouble States are
having right now. California has a $35 billion deficit, and other
States are facing serious deficits across the board.
Any Federal effort to promote growth in jobs could very well be
undermined by States who have to, as you know, get a balanced
budget. So, they are involved in cutting spending, raising taxes,
and laying off employees in order to balance their budgets.
It would seem to me that anything you do to try to provide an
incentive could backlash against you by what the States are currently doing. So, it does make sense to try to provide some assistance to the States, certainly on homeland security and for other
programs, particularly for the needy, so that both State and Federal Governments are walking in the same direction.
The President said, and I agreed with him, we must not pass
along our problems to other Congresses, other Presidents, and
other generations. He was absolutely right.
But if you enact a permanent, new tax cut in the face of large
new spending pressures such as the prospect of war in Iraq, homeland security needs, and a major prescription drug benefit, that is
living beyond our means and it is passing the IOUs on to our children.
If incentives are to provided that support economic growth, then
hard choices have to be made to make sure you implement budget
discipline and restore a sense of confidence in the economic stability of this country.
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That will require both leadership and sacrifice, and you all know
it. This is the clear lesson of the past, and it is also the lesson of
the present, if we are going to secure a strong economy for the future.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Panetta appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Thanks to both of you.
I am going to start my questioning, and we will have five-minute
rounds. That applies to the Chairman as well.
I am going to challenge you, Mr. Panetta, on a couple of points
you made. That would not be arguing with you about hard choices
and the need for budget discipline, but whether or not those, in and
of themselves, were solely responsible for the surpluses of the
1990’s.
While there were some tough choices made in 1990 and 1993, I
believe that, following the enactments of the two budget agreements, CBO and OMB both continued to forecast deficits as far as
the eye could see.
I am handing you out some charts. The dramatic shift from deficits to surplus that occurred during the 1990’s, I believe, were primarily due to two factors: an unexpected revenue windfall from individual income taxes, and the peace dividend resulting from the
end of the Cold War.
These two factors, along with the resulting interest savings, accounted for almost 85 percent of improved budget outlook during
the period of 1990 to 2000.
These same two factors, obviously, are now working against us.
The most recent recession has caused decline in income tax revenue. The war on terrorism, of course, has reversed the decline in
defense spending.
Given these figures, I hope you would agree that returning the
budget to surplus largely depends upon restoring economic growth
and winning the war on terrorism. That is my point, and that is
my question for comment.
Mr. PANETTA. I do not deny, obviously, the impact of the increase
in investment, the revenue windfall that came back to the Federal
Government, and obviously, the results of the peace dividend.
As Chairman of the Budget Committee, and also as OMB director, one of the things that obviously helped in terms of reducing
spending was the fact that we had a peace dividend that resulted.
But I do not believe that we would have had a strong economic
growth period in this country if the Federal Government, and particularly Congress and the administration, did not send a strong
signal to the money markets that they were serious about controlling deficits.
If you combine the 1990 budget agreement, plus the 1993 economic plan, plus the 1997 Balanced Budget Agreement, all three
of those made commitments that were implemented and that were
credible in terms of reducing the deficit.
I think, based on that, it created stability on the fiscal side.
When you combined that with stability that was obviously helped
by the Federal Reserve, by business people and CEOs, all of that
contributed to the success of that period.
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So, I guess what I am saying is, if you believe that that is the
case, then go back to those same elements go back to those same
principles, and put them in place because they worked.
Do not ignore the deficit side and think that you can suddenly
gamble on producing tremendous growth by adding huge amounts,
trillions of dollars, to future deficits. That is not going to work.
Mr. GRAMM. Mr. Chairman, could I respond to that?
The CHAIRMAN. Please respond.
Mr. GRAMM. Well, Mr. Chairman, I do not think there is any
doubt about the fact that, looking back now from about 1982 when
the Reagan tax cut took hold until 2000, it may not have been clear
then, but it is clear now, we were in a golden age. Prices are probably lower today, when you adjust for quality, than they were in
1982.
I think there is no doubt about the fact that the very strong economic growth, more than everything else combined, produced a deficit. I think that we also did have some spending restraint, in part
because you had a Republican Congress. One of the things they
were willing to do, was to say no.
But I think economic growth is critical. I guess the thing that
tips the scales for me, in terms of these incentives for investment,
is that today we are losing five times as much in revenue from this
recession as we would lose on our average annual cost of the President’s economic stimulus package.
I think when Leon is talking about temporary things, speeding
the tax cut up is a temporary measure because it is going to happen. When 2004 comes, that second phase will kick in; when 2006
comes, the third phase will kick in.
If we do it now and do it retroactively and cut that small business tax rate, we are going to have an impact on investment in proprietorships, partnerships, and subchapter S corporations.
I do not think consumer spending is irrelevant, and it will be affected by the rest of the Tax Code. But I would reiterate, in this
downturn, consumer spending has not been the problem.
It is not as if consumers have got all this purchasing power that
they are holding back. Investors have purchasing power that they
are holding back. If we can induce them to use it, we are going to
get a pretty substantial economic response.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Baucus.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like you both to address the pay-go points of order. You
made the point, Mr. Panetta, that the so-called pay-go rules should
apply both to tax cuts, as well as to spending increases. Could you
explain why you think that is important?
Mr. PANETTA. Yes. The obvious reason is that, if you are looking
are revenue loss that is going to add to the deficit, it happens two
ways. It happens through when you cut taxes and reduce revenues,
and it happens through spending, particularly on the entitlement
side, which is an area, when you build in a new entitlement program, it is not just a 1-year cost, it is a cost that adds up in 5, and
10 years, and into the future.
When we sat down on the 1990 budget agreement, the sense was
we were going to take some tough steps on discretionary spending.
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We were going to put caps on discretionary spending and we were
going to put them in place over 5 years.
But discretionary spending alone would not solve the problem.
You had to deal with entitlements and you had to deal with the
whole issue of, how do you protect against significant revenue loss
if you just implement broad tax cuts.
So, both had to be part of the pay-go discipline, and that basically said to members, if you have an idea for a brand-new scheme
on entitlement spending, then tell us how you are going to pay for
it. Where are you going to cut spending, where are you going to
raise taxes, to pay for it? The same thing was true with cutting
taxes.
If you are going to cut taxes, where are you going to cut spending, or where are you going to raise other revenues in order to ensure that it is deficit-neutral for the future? That was the whole
theory, and it worked.
Senator BAUCUS. Do you think we should have those same paygo rules, Senator?
Mr. GRAMM. Let me say, I think Leon and I were both out at Andrews Air Force Base when we negotiated this, and the negotiation
came when they cut off the food and the water. [Laughter.]
I think pay-go restraint is important. I think, in some form, we
have to use it. But I would say this about it. Especially in a period
where we had a surplus, we waived it over, and over, and over
again on spending. I think it is very clear that pay-go restrictions
work much better in controlling tax cuts than they do spending increases. I think that is something that we have got to be concerned
about.
Senator BAUCUS. Well, Senators can always, by 60 votes, waive.
My main question is, should the rules be there, that is, pay-go?
Mr. GRAMM. Well, I think in some form the rules should be there.
They are going to expire in April.
Senator BAUCUS. In April, I think.
Mr. GRAMM. I think they should be part of our new budget. I
think, under the current circumstances with uncertainty, that we
ought to do a stimulus package before then. I think we ought to
reinstitute those restrictions in the budget.
So, I am for pay-go. But I would say that it did bother me, especially in those 3 years where we had surpluses. As far as I am
aware, we have never waived pay-go on a tax cut, but we have
waived it over and over again on entitlement spending.
Senator BAUCUS. Let me ask this question. I know you anticipated this because it was in the news yesterday, as well as today.
But let me just read the lead on CNN ‘‘Money Line,’’ I guess. ‘‘Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan dealt a blow Tuesday to
President Bush’s hopes for massive tax cuts by stressing the need
for budget discipline and saying economic stimulus efforts should
be put on hold until uncertainties about Iraq dissipate.’’
It sounds like a pretty reasonable statement to me. What do you
think, Mr. Panetta?
Mr. PANETTA. I think Chairman Greenspan has done a service to
the country by suggesting that because, very frankly, as I said, I
think right now, even if you passed a new investment bill tomor-
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row, I think people would still be very hesitant to do anything until
they know how the war is going to be resolved.
I think once the war is resolved, and obviously we are hopeful
that it is resolved in the right way, if that is the case, I think it
would provide this committee and the Congress the opportunity to
look at a broad scope of tax reform that needs to be considered. Not
just pieces of a stimulus, but broad tax reform.
On the dividend issue, very frankly, I think dividends ought to
be looked at. But they ought to be looked at as part of a reform
on the corporate side, looking at areas such as tax shelters, looking
at tax avoidance, looking at other pieces that need to be considered
as part of overall corporate tax reform. That is being responsible,
not just dealing with one piece and letting others be ignored.
Senator BAUCUS. You also said that the dividend proposal should
be paid for, either by cutting spending or by raising taxes.
Mr. PANETTA. Of course. With all due respect to Senator Gramm,
you cannot let the horse out of the barn and then shut the door.
If you are suddenly going to let a huge tax cut bill go out there
and be added to the deficit, then say, oh, in the future we will then
pay for it, you have missed the whole purpose of the pay-go discipline. It is supposed to apply to everything.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Baucus.
Our order would be: Senator Nickles. Senator Thomas is the next
Republican that was here, then Senator Rockefeller would be the
next Democrat. Then let us go from there.
Senator Thomas.
Senator THOMAS. Thank you both for being here. It is great information. It is sort of interesting that people who are experts in economics, there is no agreement among them. It is kind of confusing
that you hear two experts have approached the same problem and
have quite a different notion.
Senator Gramm, you have, I think, always indicated that the
government as relatively ineffectual in terms of the economy. It is
a private sector kind of a thing.
Does your position now change that?
Mr. GRAMM. Well, let me say this. I think that the economy overcomes not only the disease, but the absurd prescription of the doctor. I think the economy is going to recover. I think people who invest in the long-term future of America are going to be successful
investors.
I think that, clearly, there are periods of time—and I personally
believe this is one of them because this recession is different than
what we have experienced.
If this were an inventory cycle, I could never have predicted
when it was going to happen, but I and other economists could tell
you a lot about how it was going to behave once it started.
The problem here, is there is some uncertainty. If we were talking about a great, big fiscal package, if we were talking about 10
percent of current services spending, or 20 percent, I would agree
with Leon and with Senator Baucus.
But we are talking about a very modest proposal. We are talking
about a long-term and a short-term policy on double taxation of
dividends, which should be done because it is good economic policy.
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Simply moving the rates forward does not change the long-term
deficit.
It is exactly the kind of fiscal policy, it seems to me, that both
political parties should agree on. I hope, when people talk about
rich folks and poor folks, and all that business, that they will remember the figures that the Chairman and the Ranking Member
put out, that 80 percent of the tax relief in the highest bracket goes
to proprietorships, partnerships, subchapter S corporations, small
business. That is the effective business rate.
I would also say that the thing that concerns me about the deficit
talk, is that we have got so many people who are alarmed about
a stimulus package at $390 billion, and say it needs to be reduced,
but the increase in spending during the same period of $427 billion
that the President has proposed is deemed totally inadequate.
Now, I think you can use the deficit, but you cannot have it both
ways. You have got to either be pure on it, or you have got to leave
it alone. I think that is the problem with a lot of these proposals
that say, for God’s sake, do not provide incentive for investment,
but, oh, by the way, let us spend more money.
Senator THOMAS. That is certainly right. In our supplemental, I
think there were amendments for $500 billion additional spending
in the course of that.
Leon, you talk about fiscal discipline, and all of us agree with
that, I think, and do no harm. Do you think there is a need for
some kind of a short-term impact to kick the economy some? If so,
what do you suggest?
Mr. PANETTA. I have always been hesitant to say that you can
develop a quick-fix stimulus to the economy in the Congress. I felt
that way in the past, and I feel that way in the present in the
sense that, by the time you pass these bills out and by the time
they take effect, I think the reality is that the economy is starting
to move in the right direction to begin with. So, you have to be a
little bit careful.
Now, that is not to say that you ought not to consider whether
or not you ought to take steps to do that. But if you do, it seems
to me that, again, I would be very concerned that the size of that
package is such that it does not contribute to these huge out-year
deficits, that then would work against, it seems to me, any stimulus that you might provide in the short term.
Senator THOMAS. It seems that you are suggesting, and I understand what you are saying, that for the Feds to have to supplement
the State budgets, now, could be a big contributor to that deficit.
Are they not in charge of their own activities, and their own taxes,
and their own spending?
Mr. PANETTA. Well, let me say what I think is the problem now.
Senator Gramm says that on the one side there is concern about
not spending enough, on the other side there is concern about the
deficit. That works both ways.
You cannot increase and provide significant amounts for defense
and for homeland security and then provide a huge tax cut in addition to all of that, and then say we are going to shut down everything else government does in order to pay for it.
The reality is, if you are going to approach these issues, you have
got to approach them with some degree of fairness and balance in
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which you have got to look at everything on the table if you are
really serious about fiscal discipline.
In the 1980’s, as you will recall, Republicans basically said we
ought not to, obviously, raise taxes, we ought not to cut defense.
Democrats basically said we ought not to cut entitlement programs
and we ought not to cut discretionary spending. Well, if you do not
deal with any of that you are not going to reduce the deficit.
The only way we got it, is when we put Democrats and Republicans in the same room and everybody gave a little bit in order to
achieve deficit reduction. That is the only way you are going to do
it.
Senator THOMAS. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Rockefeller.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Good morning. Welcome back, Senator
Gramm.
It occurs to me that one of the things that is beginning, as we
are talking, now they have stopped a bus on the Whitestone Bridge
in New York, or a truck that looks suspicious, maybe that is something, maybe that is not, but I think that we are not just talking
about fairness here, we are talking about common sense, looking at
the next 5, 10, 15, 20 years.
My own view is that the level of poverty in this world, and the
hopelessness that accompanies that, the desperation, and the examples now that have been provided by those who are groups that
carry out acts of terrorism, which to people who have nothing else
in life to look forward to, at least they become something, that
there is going to be an enormous increase. It is going to be part
of our way of life for years to come.
People got all excited about the Osama bin Laden tape. But I
also noticed that the threat alert that we increased the standing
of really had nothing to do with Iraq, which is what everybody is
talking about, in my judgment, at least.
It had much more to do with the nature of Al-Quaeda, which has
its own timetable regardless of anything else. They plan, they decide when they are going to do something, and they do it soft, they
do it hard, whatever. But they do it on their terms.
They are on six of the seven continents in the world. They are
throughout America. Their only business is that of hurting, destroying, killing Americans or American infrastructure.
Now, why do I say that? I say that in terms of budget consequence. In the stimulus package, there is nothing for homeland
security. The wildest worry that some of us have, is that we are
mouthing the words of concern about our future and damage to infrastructure in our country, and yet we are not either psychologically prepared, or in reality or in terms of policy, prepared to
face up to the consequences of that.
So my question to both of you is, just taking that factor alone,
the probability, at least in my judgment, of the next 20 or 30 years
of dealing with Al Queda. Now Hamass has changed from basically
going after Israelis to coming after us, too. That list is going to continue to grow.
I remember, the Wall Street Journal three or four weeks ago,
had a chart above the fold in the front page which showed, I think,
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a less than 1 percent effect of the stimulus package, substantially
less than 1 percent.
How can we afford to let these other things go by the wayside?
On the one hand, you are talking about how much money people
have in their pockets. On the other hand, you are talking about
whether people have any pockets to have money in. Are they alive,
et cetera? I do not mean to put it that grimly, but it is very much
on my mind and I would appreciate your comments.
Mr. GRAMM. Well, let me first say that I think everybody is concerned about terrorism. My own view is, between the funding that
we have provided in the last two years for our terrorist effort, the
establishing of a new Department of Homeland Security, and the
diversion of defense spending to the terrorist activity, at least right
now, we probably have put as many resources into it as we can effectively absorb and use today. Now, that is not true for the future.
I would also have to say that I am deeply concerned about our
ability to protect ourselves, given the openness of our society in
something that we do not want to change. Over the long term, I
think, obviously, we are going to have to find ways to do it better.
In terms of what drives people to be terrorists, I think basically
it is people that do not find any meaning in their lives, so they are
trying to find meaning in some cause.
It is like this book by Eric Hoffer in the 1950’s that concluded
that the extremists to the right and the extremists to the left are
the same guy who just happened to stumble into a different meeting. And I believe that. But, in any case, I think a strong American
economy, open trade, the development of prosperity worldwide, is,
I think, a good return to that. Let me stop. If you could give Leon
a little time, I would appreciate it.
Mr. PANETTA. Senator, I have always believed deeply that budgets are not about numbers, budgets are about priorities in this
country. I have always had a great deal of confidence in the ability
of both Republicans and Democrats to try to work together to try
to determine what the priorities of this country ought to be.
So, as to homeland security, or our present defense situation, or
whether we should put more in smallpox vaccinations, or whether
we should put more into trying to deal with a weak economy, those
are priorities that all of you are going to have to work through.
The most important thing that I would say to you, is as you develop those priorities, for goodness sakes, also take the time to
think about the future and the burden that we are going to put on
future generations by what you do today.
Just keep that in mind so that, whatever steps you take, they are
at least part and parcel of a plan to try to discipline the budget
for the future. You are going to have to spend up front. I know
that. Everyone understands that.
But for goodness sakes, at least do it in the context of a 5-year
plan, or a 6-year plan that gets you back to some kind of reasonable balance. If you do not, those problems in the future are basically going to destroy whatever good you do in the present.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Santorum.
Senator SANTORUM. I am going to yield my few minutes for Senator Kyl, then go after him, if that is all right.
The CHAIRMAN. As long as no Democrat comes in.
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Senator SANTORUM. So let us just pray for that. [Laughter.]
Senator KYL. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I have an appointment
at 11:00 that I have to be on time for, so I very much appreciate
Senator Santorum yielding time.
Let me just say, first, that I very much appreciate both of you
being here. It is a real treat. It is always a treat to hear our colleague Senator Gramm. And Representative Panetta, we have not
heard you for a while, so welcome back.
Now, you have got a lot of credibility, I must say, even on this
side of the aisle, because you have always been consistent. Not all
politicians are always consistent. You have always urged fiscal restraint. So, I am going to ask you to be consistent for a minute.
You have called for leadership, sacrifice. You have urged us not to
dig the deficit hole any deeper.
We have got some hard decisions to make this coming year for
fiscal 2004, between the tax relief that has been proposed and the
budget that we are going to have to set. So, we have both spending
and tax decisions to weigh there.
But regarding the fiscal 2003 budget and appropriations, which
we are hopefully about to vote on now, leftover business from last
year, we did not have any tax cuts in 2003. There was an agreed
upon appropriations number of $751 billion in discretionary spending, roughly, and that was an increase, obviously, from the year before.
Would you agree that it was not responsible to attempt to add
over $500 billion in additional spending above that $751 billion
level?
Mr. PANETTA. I think it relates to the failure, very frankly, not
to establish caps on discretionary spending that were enforceable.
If you do not put caps on discretionary spending that are supported
by a majority vote on both the House and Senate side, then you
are going to have those kinds of increases take place.
So I guess I would take you back. The problem you had, I do not
think you passed a budget last year.
Senator KYL. No, we did not. You are right, that is part of the
problem.
Mr. PANETTA. I think that is part of the problem.
Senator KYL. Sure. But my question is not what it goes back to,
but whether you would agree that, even increasing the discretionary spending to $751 billion, that it was an act of irresponsibility to vote for an additional $500 billion in spending above
that.
Mr. PANETTA. Well, I can identify a lot of elements of irresponsibility on both sides of the aisle.
Senator KYL. Your credibility is based on your consistency, and
I am trying to help you be consistent. I would really like to have
you answer that. I mean, that was irresponsible, was it not?
Mr. PANETTA. Look, at a time when everyone is trying to operate
as if there is a surplus, and therefore spend that surplus, the reality is, both sides went after that surplus and, instead of having
one, it is gone now.
Senator KYL. All right. I understand. You are not going to answer that political question.
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Let me ask Senator Gramm this. It seems to me that there is an
error in thinking here, and Leon sort of got to this just now, that
we have got to equate spending and tax cuts.
There is sort of an equation there that Democrats need to get
their spending, Republicans need to get their tax cuts, they have
to be equal if we are talking about the impact on the deficit. I want
to go right to the core of that.
If, in the hierarchy of values, the highest value is economic
growth, for all of the things that it brings to American families, to
people, to the health of our economy, to the revenues of the Treasury and its impact on the deficit, incidentally, if that is our highest
value, then should we not evaluate the effect of spending and tax
relief on economic growth?
Is it not your message that you can impact economic growth positively with thoughtful tax policy which stimulates investment?
Therefore, would you not agree that equating spending in an
amount, and tax relief in an amount, is the wrong policy?
You ought to see which one works the best to promote economic
growth, which not only therefore helps you reduce the deficit, but
stimulate the economy for all the reasons that we have talked
about.
Mr. GRAMM. Well, let me answer a couple of things. First of all,
spending has been out of control in this Congress for the last 3
years and it is still out of control. The point I was trying to draw
earlier, is that I understand consistency and I understand focus on
deficit.
What I do not understand, is people who jump up and scream
and holler and say that the stimulus package, which in static revenue terms costs $390 billion, is too much, and then in the same
breath they jump up and scream and holler and say, by the way,
the increase in spending the President has proposed during the
same period of $427 billion is too little. You cannot have it both
ways.
Second, when we are talking about something like dual taxation
on dividends, it is so corrosive to economic growth, it is so inefficient, it is so unfair to use a term that is often used to tax the
same income twice, that this is a policy that ought to be fixed.
Third, when we have got economic uncertainty—and I am afraid
that our terrorist problems only exacerbate that. I agree with Leon,
the sooner this war is over the better, economically, in clearing the
air as to where we are. But I think, when we have got this kind
of uncertainty, that the kind of targeted, modest measures that the
President is talking about, especially the dual taxation on dividends and accelerating rate cuts that are going to occur anyway,
that that is something we ought to do. I think it represents a good
policy.
I also think the idea of saying that $500 billion of spending, as
compared to lowering tax rates on small business and eliminating
a massive inefficiency and unfairness in the Tax Code are equal,
especially when you look at the growth of spending over the last
3 years, I think it just makes no sense at all.
Senator KYL. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Santorum.
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Are you going to be able to stay for maybe 10 minutes, Mr. Panetta, while the other two people ask questions?
Mr. PANETTA. I can stay for just about 10, but I have got to make
an appointment.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Senator Santorum.
Senator SANTORUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have had the honor of serving with both of these gentlemen
with them being my chairman. I was a new member of the House
when Chairman Panetta was the Chairman of the Budget Committee, and I served with Chairman Gramm as the head of the
Banking Committee. So, it is great to be with both of you again.
I just want to follow up. One thing has not been talked about,
and I just want to make sure that this fits in to Leon’s box of deficits, and that is prescription drugs and adding to Medicare.
You mentioned entitlements. Senator Gramm has mentioned
$400 billion in new spending on discretionary programs, talked
about $400 billion in tax relief. There is another $400 billion looming out there on the issue of Medicare, and I do not hear anyone
talking about paying for that.
What is your feeling on that?
Mr. PANETTA. If you are going to reinstate pay-go, then that
ought to be covered by pay-go as well.
Senator SANTORUM. Any suggestions on how that might be done?
I mean, that is a pretty big nut to add to Medicare. How do we do
it?
Mr. PANETTA. It is. But I recall something that I think was a disaster in the Congress when we adopted, during the Reagan years,
something called catastrophic health care. Catastrophic health care
was paid for. It was paid for by premium increases, by ensuring
that people at the upper income level would contribute to it.
Then, because of the outrage that suddenly flew back to the Congress, we eliminated catastrophic health care. If we had kept catastrophic health care in place, we would have prescription drugs
today.
Mr. GRAMM. Let me respond to that by saying, I am proud to say
I voted against catastrophic health care.
Senator SANTORUM. So did I.
Mr. GRAMM. But Leon is absolutely right. What the catastrophic
health care proved, is that people love entitlements when they
think somebody else is paying for them and they hate them when
they have to pay for them.
What can we do about Medicare? I think there are some things
we can do. I think if we are going to add a prescription drug, we
need to reform the Medicare program itself. We need to bring efficiency and competition in to Medicare to help hold down costs.
You are more familiar than almost any member of the Senate
about how inefficient the current system is, about how we pay nonmarket prices because of the structure of Medicare. I think if we
are going to add a prescription drug benefit, we need to reform the
whole system as part of it. I think, in adding that benefit, that we
need to focus it on people that are the most needy.
I am worried that it is going to be added in such a way that we
are going to crowd out private health insurance that our better-off
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retirees already have, and we are going to be substituting tax dollars for benefits they have already earned and their company has
already paid for.
So I think it is a very, very real concern. But, again, it is almost
as if, when we talk about these kind of programs, that it is two
completely different worlds. There is an thought process and a system that should be in place when it is that we trying to make the
economy work stronger and eliminate inefficiencies to the Tax
Code. But, when it comes to spending, none of these restraints
apply.
I think you are going to see a demand that we keep Medicare exactly as it is, that we provide prescription drugs directly through
the government. I can assure you, if we do that, that by 2006 we
will be rationing health care in America and we will be cutting
other parts of the system to pay for these pharmaceuticals.
If we just simply add that benefit and we do not reform the system, we will not be able to pay it. No country in the world provides
pharmaceuticals that way and does not ration health care. We will
end up doing it, too.
Senator SANTORUM. Leon, do you agree that we need to do some
reform of Medicare, or find some savings? How else would you suggest that we offset the cost of providing this new benefit? I think
everybody agrees we need to do this. So the question is, how do we
do it in a responsible way?
Mr. PANETTA. Well, Senator, you have provided some leadership
on this. I think you know that this baby boom thing is just a huge
disaster out there in terms of unfunded liabilities.
It really does mean that you have got to reform Social Security
and you have got to reform Medicare, and you have got to deal
with both. The longer you delay on both of those, the more trouble
you are going to run into in terms of this exploding liability that
is out there.
So, yes, you have got to deal with both of them. I do not have
any magic answers, but I think, clearly, the Congress has a responsibility to deal with those.
Senator SANTORUM. Well, I appreciate your answers. I think, just
as a new member of this committee, I want to say that I think both
of them have added insight. I am hopeful that we just do not follow
the sheep on this one and just say, well, we have got $400 billion
in the budget and we are going to spend it all, and maybe we will
spend even more than that, and we will push to spend even more
than that.
When you look at the long-term problem of Medicare and the liabilities that are out there, and the baby boom generation, the
complexity of that, and Social Security on top of that, and the problems, the idea that we are just going to go willy-nilly and throw
another benefit onto Medicare and not really care about the financial impact long term—and I have got the second-oldest State per
capita in the country in Pennsylvania, only Florida is older than
my State, so I know the importance of this issue.
But I also know the importance of having this benefit there for
the long term. If we continue down this path—I think the two gentlemen here have laid it out very clearly—we are not doing a service to this country.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bunning.
Senator BUNNING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Just to refresh the committee’s memory a little bit, it seems to
me that every time we went to war, or were at war, that we had
deficit spending. It was just a matter of how much.
So if we are at war with terrorists and we are possibly going to
war with Iraq, we will face larger deficits because of our spending
on defense, because of our homeland security, and things like that.
So, I just wanted to put that in the thought process.
I would like to talk about something that Senator Baucus talked
about. I was at the Banking Committee hearing yesterday where
Chairman Greenspan spoke. The quotes that you have read, he
may have said them to someone else and I may have missed them,
but whoever was the questioner, he said exactly what they wanted
to hear as an answer.
Even my good friend, Phil Gramm, would have disagreed heartily
yesterday with Alan Greenspan and his assessment of the tax stimulus package, and whether it was stimulus or whether it wasn’t.
To me, he said it was stimulus. As soon as Senator Bayh or
someone else asked the question he said, well, it could be, but long
term, and he went on as only Alan Greenspan can do.
My question to you is, if we are going to have a country in 2010
or 2020 and we are weighing the differences about spending now
or defending our Nation, I think it is worth going into deficit to do
that.
I would like your opinion.
Mr. GRAMM. If I could respond, Senator Bunning. I have always
believed in a strong defense. I am proud that I served on the
Armed Services Committee. I have always felt, even in a world
where the lion and the lamb were about to lie down together, that
we need to be the lion.
But I would say this, that I do believe that we have not done a
good enough job in going back and looking at expenditures that
carried over from the Cold War and that are there because they
have always been there, and the military has defended its own turf
and prerogative.
I think, when this war is over in Iraq, as we build our long-term
structure because a war with terrorism—I hope I am wrong, but
I am afraid—will be a long-term struggle.
As we look at the new and emerging needs, we have got to force
ourselves to go back and look at these old programs that made
sense in the Cold War, but that do not make sense now. I think
that kind of setting priorities is very hard to do. It is hard to do
in health care, it is hard to do in defense.
But I think the kind of growth we have got in defense today is
unsustainable. When people talk about crowding out—look, I take
a back seat to nobody in concern about the deficit—there are two
areas where crowding out is going to ultimately hurt us and it is
going to happen sooner than 2010. One, is defense, if we do not
start reordering priorities.
The other is Medicare and Medicaid, as prescription drug benefit
is low-balled in terms of costs, as we get into competitive bidding
about who is willing to give the most, and then, as we get into
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higher utilization, as people do that as part of buying pharmaceuticals.
So, yes, we need to defend the countries, and deficits if we need
it to do it. But we have got to start looking back at defense spending that no longer meets an imminent threat.
Senator BUNNING. I agree with you. I think that the Secretary
of Defense agrees with you 100 percent.
Mr. PANETTA. I would reaffirm what Senator Gramm said, and
I commend him for saying it. It is not easy to do. But any time you
blank-check any area of the budget, there are real dangers associated with that.
People kind of take for granted that they can basically spend it
on whatever they want, and it does demand that you have to look
carefully at how defense monies are being spent and how they are
targeted for the future.
But to go back to the basic point, yes, clearly, you run deficits
when you have wars. That has been the history in the past. But
what is not history of the past, is the fact that at the same time
that you have war and deficits, you provide a huge tax cut.
That is a concern, because then you are not only having a deficit
based on the security needs of the country, but you are adding a
huge tax cut which is going to create that much more of a deficit
in terms of the future. That is what I am asking you be careful of.
Senator BUNNING. I understand that. But there are some of us
who feel that if we do not do something, the economy will sputter
and stop. Then we will not be able to produce the goods and services that are necessary to defend this country. We will be more in
debt than we are. That is something I am very concerned about.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thanks to each of our panelists for your kind cooperation in being with us and giving us very important information.
Senator BAUCUS. And I want to second that. Both of you, very
much, thank you for taking the time. We appreciate it very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Now, would Dr. Gale and Dr. Hassett come to the table, please?
I have already introduced Dr. Hassett and Dr. Gale, so we will
start with Dr. Hassett, then go to Dr. Gale.
STATEMENT OF KEVIN A. HASSETT, RESIDENT SCHOLAR,
AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, DC

Dr. HASSETT. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I would like
to thank you, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Baucus, for inviting me here
today. I feel a little bit like the warm-up band that has to play
after the Beatles, coming after such distinguished panelists.
My remarks will be brief. I have given you my written testimony,
and will attempt to summarize it in a quick fashion so that we can
move on to questions.
I, Mr. Chairman, am an economist at the American Enterprise
Institute. I have spent most of my career studying the effects of
taxation on investment. I have written a book with that title.
Prior to being at the American Enterprise Institute, I was the
person in charge of forecasting investment for the Federal Reserve
Green Book Forecast for a number of years.
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I focused my remarks, as you know, on the impact of the President’s proposal and alternatives on investment, and I have tried to
put all of the pluses and minuses that I could think of out on the
table.
I would have to say, as a person who has been studying this for
many years, that I find the President’s dividend tax proposal to be
one of the best proposals of any form in tax policy that I have ever
seen. I think that the double taxation of dividends has a significant
negative effect. My testimony outlines those.
Very briefly, when you double tax dividends, first of all, as Mr.
Gramm mentioned, you make it harder for firms to raise money
and invest in new projects, raising the costs of buying new machines and decreasing capital formation and job creation, and so
on.
These effects are quite large. By my estimation—I have got this
in my testimony—Chairman Hubbard’s estimate that the President’s plan would reduce the cost of capital for firms by 4 to 7 percent is probably conservative. It could be as much as 10 percent
quite easily, which means that the current system really does harm
investment, and that is not good.
The second, is that by having a double tax on dividends and having interest deductible at the same time, we have got a very strong
incentive in our Tax Code for firms to be more leveraged. Mr.
Gramm alluded to this as well.
But I think it is important to note, first of all, that the statistical
relationship between taxes and debt equity ratios is very solid.
There is a very large literature that now shows decisively that
debt/equity ratios increased because of this weird feature of our
Tax Code. We also have a very large literature that shows us that,
when debt/equity ratios are higher, that bankruptcies are higher.
When firms go bankrupt, people lose their jobs, and so on.
So by having this uneven playing field between equity and debt
finance, what we are basically doing is subsidizing American firms
to become riskier and to subsidize an increased bankruptcy rate,
basically, subsidizing increased job loss.
The next thing that the double tax on dividends does, is it encourages firms not to pay dividends, of course, because whenever
you tax something a lot, then people try to do something to avoid
the tax.
This is another area where there is strong evidence that the Tax
Code has an effect on behavior. Because the tax on dividends is so
high and firms retain earnings, it adds a big problem to financial
markets, which is that, instead of mailing checks to shareholders,
which is an endeavor that makes the cash flows of firms pretty
easy to verify, firms are piling cash up inside the firm because they
are trying to not pay too much tax, and therefore we have to really
monitor them carefully and trust that management always has
shareholders’ interests as heart.
I do not think that it is even debatable that this very strong,
large distortion in the Tax Code contributed significantly to the
type of accounting crisis and loss of faith in markets that we saw
in recent years.
In order to get a feel for how strong this effect is, just look at
the relative performance of firms that pay dividends compared to
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firms that did not. Firms that paid dividends, especially healthy
dividends, did not decline in price nearly as much as everybody
else.
So, because of these theoretical effects, Mr. Chairman, that double tax on dividends makes investment go down, makes debt/equity
ratios go up, and increases what economists call agency problems,
then it is not really subject to significant debate that the double
tax on dividends is bad.
I would note that, while philosopher Bentham said that appeal
to authority is the lowest form of argument, that Mr. Greenspan,
yesterday, even said that he supports a repeal of the double dividend before he qualified it with the other things that we were talking about.
Indeed, just about every country, every trading partner that we
have, has a significant integration of the Code that is analogous to
what the President is proposing.
Indeed, if you look at the international data, Mr. Chairman, you
would be startled to find that the United States has the secondhighest composite tax on dividends amongst our trading partners.
Our tax on dividends is higher than everybody, except for Japan.
Needless to say, we do not want to try to repeat the Japanese experience. The difference in tax rates is significant.
In order to provide an after-tax return to a U.S. shareholder that
is the same as that provided by, say, a Norwegian firm, then a U.S.
firm has to be twice as profitable.
Now, that is the kind of uphill battle that our Tax Code is creating for our firms that I think is not advisable. I think we need
to catch up with the rest of the world that has already recognized
what Chairman Greenspan acknowledged yesterday, that double
taxing dividends is silly.
I would encourage you, Chairman Grassley, to support strongly
the President’s proposal. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Hassett.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Hassett appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Now, Dr. Gale.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM G. GALE, DEPUTY DIRECTOR AND
SENIOR FELLOW, THE BROOKINGS INSTITUTION, WASHINGTON, DC

Dr. GALE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Bunning, for inviting me to testify. It is an honor to appear before this committee.
I will make five broad points in my testimony.
The first, is that in considering policies to spur the economy, it
is important to distinguish the short term and the long term. In
the short term, the problem we have right now is that capacity utilization is low. That is, businesses have a lot of equipment, structures, and other capital that they are not using.
The way to get them to use it, is to boost aggregate demand to
encourage them to use and produce their existing capacity.
It is hard to see why any business would build more capacity
when they are already not using a substantial amount of the stuff
that they actually have.
In the long term, economic growth depends on the extent to
which productive capacity, broadly defined to include physical cap-
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ital, human capital, economic institutions, et cetera, expands. The
best way to do that in the long term is to raise national saving on
a permanent and sustained basis.
The second point has to do with the effect of tax cuts on economic
growth. Tax cuts have two effects and they tend to work in opposite
directions. One effect is the one we always hear about, which is
that they encourage incentives to work, save, invest, take risks, et
cetera. The other, is that they reduce the government revenues,
and as a result they increase the budget deficit.
The issue with the budget deficit is not so much its effect on interest rates, although we can have a discussion about that if you
want. The issue with budget deficits is that it reduces national saving.
Permanent budget deficits eat into the amount of capital available for investment, they reduce national saving, and therefore
they reduce the future national income of American households.
Just like if a household saves less it has less income in the future,
if a country saves less it has less income in coming years.
The third point has to do with the 2001 tax cut. The tax cut was
poorly designed to increase economic growth. According to estimates from the Treasury Department, 64 percent of income taxpayers will get no cut in marginal tax rates from the 2001 Act.
That is because of the 15 percent bracket and because of the
AMT. But that means they get no marginal incentive to increase
their work, their labor supply, their risk-taking, et cetera.
At the same time, the tax cut and the debt service will reduce
revenues by $1.7 trillion. The estimates of how deficits affect interest rates that were published in this week’s economic report of the
President, if you use those estimates, it shows that the 2001 tax
cuts will raise the cost of capital for small business investors.
That is because the tax rate reductions are not very big, even relative to the very modest interest rate increases that the ERP estimates would occur.
A variety of other researchers have basically found that the positive effect of the 2001 tax cut on labor supply, saving, investment,
et cetera is either completely offset, or more than offset in the long
run by the reduced budget surplus, which reduces national saving
and reduces future national income.
So of the studies that are out there typically show that the 2001
tax cut is a wash in the long run at best, or that it reduces economic growth in the long term because of the budget deficit effect.
Now, even if it is a wash, that does not mean that it is neutral,
because, remember, it has created $1.7 trillion more of debt that
we pass along to the next generation. So being a wash is not good
enough because of this added debt burden.
Because the 2001 tax cut is so poorly designed to stimulate economic growth, accelerating the cut is a bad idea, and making it
permanent is a bad idea.
My fourth point has to do with the President’s dividend capital
gains tax proposal. Let me say at the outset that I think almost
all economists agree that integrating the corporate and personal
taxes would be a good idea.
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There are questions about how you design that proposal, and the
administration’s proposal is both complicated and does not resolve
corporate sheltering issues.
But there are also questions about the fact that you could integrate the tax system without providing a big tax cut for high-income taxpayers. In fact, the plan designed by Glen Hubbard at
Treasury in 1992 did that.
I am not advocating that particular plan, I am trying to separate
the notion that we should integrate the taxes, which most economists, including myself, favor, from the notion that we should have
a big, regressive tax cut.
You can separate those two notions. What the administration has
done, is try to talk the tax reform language at the same time that
it pushes through a regressive tax cut. That is what people object
to.
The last point has to do with small businesses. The acceleration
of the tax cut may well reduce investment by small businesses, because a small business that invests now would be able to take depreciation deductions at a higher rate than it would if the tax cut
were accelerated. That would increase the cost of capital for the investment.
Also, the dividend proposal will shift funds to the corporate sector and away from the unincorporated sector, and that will also impose a negative impact on the unincorporated sector, and even S
corporations and the like.
So, in closing, I think there are a lot of key issues here regarding
tax cuts and economic growth. I do not think the path that the administration is proposing is the best in the short run or the long
run, and I would be happy to answer any questions that you have.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Gale appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you both very much for your testimony.
I will take a five-minute round, then Senator Bunning wants questions. Then we also have a hearing this morning yet on some nominees, so maybe the questions will not be so long as they normally
would be.
I think, first of all, I am going to take advantage of a point you
made, Dr. Gale, and something that I think Mr. Hassett has an opposite point of view on, to challenge you on something that obviously might be a disagreement between you and Chairman Greenspan.
At least, I am sure that Chairman Greenspan is aware of the existing capital that is unused that you spoke about. Yet, Chairman
Greenspan recently testified that household spending has been, in
his words, ‘‘reasonably vigorous, while business investment has
been sub-par.’’
Then I would quote Commerce Department data that is showing
that consumption has risen throughout recession and the short recovery now, whereas, investment fell 15 percent between 2000 and
2001, and it remains below pre-recession levels.
Would you like to comment on where you might seemingly disagree with Chairman Greenspan? As I said, I think he would say
what he says, understanding that existing capacity is unused. Then
maybe Dr. Hassett can respond, because I know you have written
on this subject.
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Dr. Gale.
Dr. GALE. Thanks. I do not think there is any disagreement between Mr. Greenspan and me on this particular issue. I agree completely that business investment has fallen. There is no question
about that. I agree completely that consumption remains strong.
Those are well-documented facts.
The question is, what do you do about it? We had a tax cut in
2001. We had a stimulus package in 2002 specifically designed to
boost investment. We have got low inflation, we have got low interest rates. The cost of capital is low for all of those reasons.
Yet, investment is not recovering. The reason why, I think, it is
not that hard to understand. It is, why should a company buy all
these new things when they are not even using the stuff that they
have? So, I do not disagree with the facts at all.
I do not think I disagree with Greenspan’s conclusions at all. But
the fact that business investment is what fell does not mean that
tax incentives for business investments are going to be successful
in boosting investment.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Hassett.
Dr. HASSETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. This is one area that
has been studied quite a bit. In fact, I did a lot of work on this
while at the Federal Reserve. The fact is, capacity utilization,
which is low right now, does not improve the performance of the
type of investment models that we use that map tax policy to what
happens.
It is wrong to say that the typical effects that you see in the literature, which are the effects that I based my favorable testimony
on, go away somehow if capacity utilization is low.
First of all, most studies incorporate measures of the capital
stock and of output in their estimating equations, so they are implicitly accounting for capacity. So if you add capacity after that,
it is not surprising that it does not have much of an effect.
But, second, if you look at the history of investment and tax policy, you find a pretty startling thing, which is that you tend to get
really big investment responses precisely when capacity utilization
is low.
In fact, I do not know about my good friend, Dr. Gale, but I always am very careful to read The Brookings papers when they
come out. There is a paper by Ricardo Caballero, a former colleague
of mine at Columbia, and some co-authors, that identified years
where there were big investment responses to tax policy and years
where there was small investment responses to tax policy. He
found that the big investment response years were years when
there was low capacity utilization.
He argued that what happens is—and this is what we have just
seen—that firms put off their capital spending plans, because perhaps they are nervous about Iraq, or because they do not know
what oil prices are going to be, or for whatever reason.
But, ultimately, as happens if you do not buy a new car, the
thing wears out and you have got to get a new one, and then you
get a big burst of activity. Right now, we have seen investment basically not happen for two years, although it did actually increase
in the fourth quarter, which is a somewhat favorable sign.
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So, I think we are pretty much about where we have been in the
past when we have started to see a big investment response to tax
policy. Thanks.
Dr. GALE. Could I just follow up on that?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, please.
Dr. GALE. The 2002 stimulus package, remember, provides partial expensing for 30 percent of investment. If people are waiting
for the uncertainty with Iraq to be resolved before they respond to
investment, then they will respond to that 2002 stimulus when the
war with Iraq is taken care of. It is not evident that we need additional stimulus, though.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Dr. Gale, my last question to you would be another follow-on of
Chairman Greenspan. He seems to be a crutch we use when we
agree with him, I guess. He recently testified that lower taxes have
been one of the factors that has helped support the economy over
this past year.
Now, in your testimony I think you claimed that higher taxes
would bolster economic growth. Now, my question comes from kind
of a rhetorical question I would ask probably during a political
speech. You always hear that we should not lower taxes.
Some people say you raise taxes. I always like to have somebody
in Washington, DC tell me how high taxes ought to be when they
would be satisfied. How would you have to raise taxes to satisfy
certain people?
I am not saying you are extreme in that, but I think that is what
I read you to say, not in the extreme, but just generally that taxes
would be higher and you would have optimal economic growth.
Dr. GALE. Again, there is an issue between the short run and the
long run. I do not claim to read Alan Greenspan’s mind. I do read
his testimony, but I am as befuddled by some of the statements as
everyone else is.
But my understanding of the economic situation is that a tax increase in the current year would not be a good idea. Right now,
what we need—to the extent that we need anything—is a boost in
aggregate demand, and for the same reason the deficit this year is
not a big deal.
If it were followed by surpluses as far as the eye can see, we
would not care that we had a $300 billion deficit. It is the deficits
down the road that make a difference. So, in the short term, I
would not advocate tax increases at all. I think that would be a
very bad idea with a slack economy.
In the long term, one way or another, we need to get our fiscal
house in order to boost national saving and encourage economic
growth.
Now, that does not mean punitive tax rates. There are lots of
ways to raise revenue without imposing much higher tax rates. You
could broaden the base, for example, which I think is another thing
that most economists favor.
But I do not think there is a contradiction between saying in the
short run we have a demand problem, and in the long run we have
a supply problem.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Senator Bunning.
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Senator BUNNING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hassett, you mention briefly in your written testimony that
many countries have already enacted similar policies that were
proposed by President Bush with regards to capital income taxes.
I would like for you to elaborate on that a bit for us. What type
of tax structures do many of our international competitors now employ? Could you cmoment on how these differ, and tax systems affect our international competitiveness?
Dr. HASSETT. Yes. Thank you very much, Senator Bunning, for
the question. In fact, I brought an article written by my colleague
at The Cato Institute, Mr. Chris Edwards, on this exact topic which
I will hand you after the answer. It is a very interesting question.
Senator BUNNING. Thank you.
Dr. HASSETT. The fact is, there are many different ways to eliminate double taxation. We are pursuing one. Whether you should do
it this way or that way in terms of a credit or a deduction, and so
on, is kind of a wash in terms of economics.
The bottom line is, what is the combined or composite tax on capital? If you add State and local taxes, then in the U.S. that combined tax is well up in the 60 percents for people in the top income
bracket. That is double what it is in a lot of our trading partner
countries.
The thing that I find most interesting is that, first, if we look at
the countries that have experimented with big reductions in capital
income taxes, and an extreme example, which you would not want
to get too carried away saying that is what is going to happen here,
because it is a small country, is Ireland.
Basically, they lowered their corporate income tax from 50 percent to 20 percent, and now it has gone down to 12 percent. When
they did that, their GDP growth went up to almost 8 percent a
year, real, for a decade. Interestingly enough, their corporate tax
revenue—corporate tax revenue—relative to the GDP about quadrupled.
This experience is something that many other countries in Europe have seen, to the point where I reference in a recent Tax
Notes article that I wrote with my colleague Eric Yangen, an IMF
report that shows the Laugher curve, the idea that you get more
revenue when you cut these capital income taxes is clearly evident
in the data now. We put a chart in our Tax Notes study about that.
The reason that is, is not that you get necessarily miraculous effects that are home-grown out of capital tax reductions, but rather
that multinational corporations are smart and they go where it is
attractive to operate.
Just as States compete with one another in order to lure the
BMW plants, nations compete with one another to lure multinational businesses. Right now, in the world tax olympics, we did
not even qualify. We are not even in the game.
The only country that is looking as silly as us, I believe, is
Japan. I think that it is a pressing problem. There are a lot of advantages to America. I do not want to say this is the only thing.
But I think it is really almost reckless to ignore this.
Senator BUNNING. In other words, because of the tax structure
we have, are you indicating that we have job flight out of this country?
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Dr. HASSETT. Yes. At the margin, certainly. Certainly, we do.
Senator BUNNING. Is that because of the multilateral trade
agreements that we have come up with, whether it be free trade
in NAFTA, whether it be the Caribbean initiative, or what?
Dr. HASSETT. I think, Mr. Bunning, that I would say it is because
of the relatively high tax rates. The fact is, if you locate abroad,
then you defer taxes in the U.S. and your foreign subsidiary has
a significant tax advantage.
Because of this, you see lots of unintended consequences, like, for
example, the legislation last year to stop what international tax
people call inversions, or the idea of moving your headquarters
abroad.
These problems were not pressing seven or 8 years ago because
everybody else had not lowered their corporate tax rates to way
below ours. But I think they are becoming more pressing.
I just have to say that I think that the European nations that
are doing this, they are not doing it because they are to the right
of President Bush. They are doing it because they have seen what
happens to workers’ wages, and so on, when they have lower corporate taxes.
Senator BUNNING. Mr. Gale, tell me about consumption taxes. I
know a lot of our trading partners are using consumption taxes.
Would they make us more competitive in the marketplace?
Dr. GALE. That is a good question. That is also a very broad and
difficult question to pin down. Generally, the notion of international competitiveness is a slippery one. For example, there is
this big issue about border adjustability of consumption taxes.
Economists will tell you that, in theory, it does not matter. Practitioners say, well, if it does not matter, then let us do it, just because they think it does matter.
The one study I have seen on this issue suggests that border
adjustability does not make a difference to the ‘‘competitiveness’’ of
the U.S. system.
Generally, a move toward a broader-based tax system with lower
rates would be an improvement, regardless of whether it is a consumption tax or an income tax.
Senator BUNNING. To the current one.
Dr. GALE. An improvement relative to the existing system. That
is absolutely true. I think everyone would agree with that.
The other point to make, is you can get there without having
large tax cuts that are regressive. You can do that pretty closely
in a revenue-neutral, distributionally-neutral way. One of the benefits of that would be improved business environment.
Senator BUNNING. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bunning, did you finish your questioning? Because if you had another question or two, until Senator
Baucus gets here, we would have time.
Senator BUNNING. No.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Then I have some questions that I
would like to ask.
The first one, Dr. Gale, would follow up a little bit on where I
left off. Your testimony states, ‘‘Higher tax rates reduce the investment risk faced by entrepreneurs because higher rates increase the
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value of deductions. But higher rates also reduce the return on investment.’’
You have a scenario of a tax rate of 100 percent that would reduce risk to zero, but it would also reduce the return on investment
to zero, and thus eliminate incentive to invest.
What do you think would be the tax rate that we should adopt
to strike some sort of a balance then between risk and return?
Dr. GALE. I do not think I would want THE tax rate. I am not
in favor of a flat tax system. I favor graduated rates. I would be
quite happy with a system, again, that changed rates in a manner
consistent with changing the tax base as well that did not undercut
the revenue stream and did not provide big tax cuts to the highestincome households.
Another way of saying that, is if you want to broaden the base
and lower the rates, I would be all in favor of that if we did it in
a way that was affordable and responsible. But I do not have a single number that I can tell you is THE tax rate that I think is ideal.
A lot of it would depend on how serious Congress was about basebroadening efforts.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Dr. Hassett, in regard to the President’s growth and job package,
it did not include a provision for enhanced bonus depreciation. I
have heard a lot about, we ought to do more to encourage investment, and through the corporation and depreciation is a very good
way to do it.
In your estimation, has the 30 percent bonus depreciation enacted last year been effective in softening the decline in investment
spending? Do you believe that the additional bonus depreciation as
part of a growth and jobs package would assist further economic
recovery?
If you said yes to that, would you recommend increasing the percentage of first-year deductions?
Dr. HASSETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the question. I have
not done the study yet, but as soon as the data are available I will,
in order to be able to answer directly, do I see typical effects in the
data of the stimulus that was adopted last year?
The reason why it is a difficult question that requires actually
getting the computers humming, is that you have to compare investment to what it would have been absent the thing, and look at
differential impacts of the Tax Code across different types of assets,
and see if the ones that were helped the most by the plan were the
places that recovered the quickest, and so on.
But if history is a guide, then I would expect that investment
last year was between 2 to 4 percent higher because of the package
and the 30 percent partial expensing, and that it will be this year
as well about that much.
Now, I think one of the interesting things I found when I ran the
numbers, and I would have to say that one of the things I found
disappointing in the debate amongst economists in the newspapers
about this is that so many people have clearly not run the numbers, the fact is, the President’s dividend proposal, if you just plug
it in to the formulas that the economists used to study this issue,
has somewhere from between exactly about the same effect as the
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30 percent partial expensing to maybe about double the effect of
the partial expensing.
So, if you thought that the partial expensing was a good idea for
‘‘short-term stimulus,’’ then you have a hard time arguing that the
dividend tax thing is not if you are going to be consistent, because
the same model says that you have got to get maybe perhaps double the effect out of the dividend tax thing that you get out of the
partial expensing.
That said, they are both good ways to reduce what we call the
user cost of capital. You can do it through dividend tax or you can
do it through partial expensing. You could even—and I know this
is something you folks have talked about—consider doing both or
increasing the partial expensing.
I favor the dividend approach of the President’s. The reason is,
I get, from a revenue comparison basis or bang-for-the-buck basis,
about the same investment response out of the dividend proposal.
But then, in addition to that, I get these other effects that figured so prominently in the testimony of Mr. Gramm and myself,
with the effect on debt/equity ratios, lowering the riskiness of U.S.
corporations, the effect on payout which makes firms more transparent and makes accounting issues less serious, and so on.
So I think the dividend thing is where we should focus our guns
right now, but partial expensing is a worthy pursuit as well.
Thanks.
Senator BUNNING. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bunning?
Senator BUNNING. Could I inquire once again?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator BUNNING. There are two things I would like to ask
about. I am curious about both of your views on capital gains tax
reform. Do you support lowering or repealing the tax? Would you
address the impact of a capital gains tax cut or repeal on the economy in short and long term, first?
Second, the deductibility of capital losses up to $3,000. In my
opinion, right now, if that were changed, doubled or tripled, we
would get more money put into the economy and probably have a
larger deficit because of it, because I am sure, over the last two and
a half to three years, that there has been an accumulation of capital losses to surpass the $3,000 that is permissible in a 1-year period of time.
I would like for you to address both of those questions.
Dr. HASSETT. Thank you, Senator Bunning. The President’s proposal does likely reduce the effect of the capital gains rate, as you
know, and perhaps even very much to zero to the extent that we
think that expected capital gains come from profits that firms actually make.
I think, therefore, that if you have been a proponent of reducing
capital gains taxes in the past, then that aspect of the President’s
bill should be attractive to you.
I think that taxes on capital income are going to ultimately, by
this international tax competition that I have been talking about,
be pushed to zero. I think that that is a good thing.
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I think that economic theory suggests that that is where these
rates should be, and that we should have a consumption tax. So,
yes, I like that part of the plan.
That part of the plan is an under-appreciated reason why you get
the investment stimulus effects that I was talking about, that is
certainly at least the same size as that that you would get out of
the partial expensing we had last year.
The capital loss offset issue is a complex one and really worthy
of a whole hearing because of the enforcement issues that arise
along with it. The fact is, you do not have to pay capital gains tax
until you sell the thing.
If we allow capital losses to offset, say, labor income, then really
clever people can think of ways to do things that, when we looked
at them, we would not want them to be able to do that in terms
of taxes.
Senator BUNNING. In other words, you are not for raising the
$3,000 limit for individuals. I am talking about individuals.
Dr. HASSETT. For individuals. That is correct. Yes. I think that
if we could tax capital gains and losses on accrual so that when
they happen each year you sort of figure that you had a low rate
that applied to whatever the change was, then it would be a slamdunk to support such a thing.
I am more wary of them until I speak to the very competent tax
lawyers in the back of this room and have them assure me that
they are not concerned that it arouses enforcement problems.
Senator BUNNING. Dr. Gale.
Dr. GALE. Thank you. The treatment of capital gains and losses
is, I think, emblematic of the bigger issue of sort of the patchwork
way we treat capital income generally in the country.
Right now, the effective tax rate on capital gains is well below
the effective tax rate on any other form of asset income, both because the tax rate is lower than other asset income——
Senator BUNNING. Except on home ownership.
Dr. GALE. That is quite possible.
Senator BUNNING. There is none up to $500,000.
Dr. GALE. Well, capital gains on home ownership is exempted up
to a very generous level.
Senator BUNNING. $500,000.
Dr. GALE. But it is still capital gains. The tax can be deferred
indefinitely without selling the asset. When it is sold, you can time
it with your losses, as Kevin mentioned, to offset some of the liabilities. So most economists who have looked at this issue think the
effect tax rate on capital gains is around 5 to 7 percent rather than
the statutory 20 percent.
What to do about that, is an interesting question. It might be
most useful to think of this in the context of the President’s dividend proposal. Let me take a step back. About a quarter of corporate income, as far as I can tell, is double taxed, about a quarter
of income is never taxed, and the other half is taxed once, either
at the corporate level or the individual level.
A plan that taxed all corporate income once at a non-preferential
rate would probably raise the net tax burden on dividends, capital
gains, and corporate earnings. As I said before, that would be a
fully integrated system.
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The tax on corporate capital gains could then be applied either
at the corporate level or the individual level, and it could be applied as the gains accrue. That would be a more consistent, welldefined system than the system that we have right now.
On the capital loss issue, the only thing I want to add about that
is, if you expand the capital loss provision, you have this problem
that you encourage people to sell their losers. You encourage them
to dump the stocks that they own, and not just any stocks that
they own, but precisely the ones that have already lost the most
in value.
So, if you had a really big increase in the capital loss provision,
you would get sort of a second wave of selling of precisely the
stocks that have already done badly. That cannot help those companies, and I do not see the economic benefit in that.
Senator BUNNING. It could help the investor, though.
Dr. GALE. It could help the investor, that is right. But remember,
the investor is already benefitting from a wide variety of tax preferences on capital gains. This issue about sort of sticking in a price
support for an investor because their stock fell, I think, is really
risky.
For example, if you want to talk about Social Security privatization and have privatized accounts, think about what is going on
now. We have people who have lost money that is not in their Social Security, not in their 401(k), not in their defined benefit, not
in their house. It is purely discretionary investment.
We are talking about potentially bailing them out because they
lost money in the stock market, which was a risk they took completely voluntarily. How much more pressure would there be to bail
out people who had private retirement accounts, their Social Security nest egg that had substituted for a guaranteed benefit?
How much more pressure would there be to bail out those investors if you went to a privatized system if you, right now, bail out
investors that took voluntary risks completely at their own discretion?
Senator BUNNING. Well, you are missing a big point there,
though. Most of the money that is put in 401(k)s are invested for
pensions and is not taxed before going in. It is non-taxed.
Dr. GALE. I am aware of that.
Senator BUNNING. Where, in investment, a private investment is
all money that has been taxed once, and then it is put into an investment account.
Dr. GALE. I agree with that.
Senator BUNNING. I do not want to fight with you on that. The
fact of the matter is, if we are going to have a consistency, we have
had it at $3,000. If we just adjusted it for inflation since the
$3,000, it would be much higher now.
The CHAIRMAN. I think we have all made our points.
I would like to call on Senator Lincoln for her five minutes. Then
when she is done, I am going to recess for, hopefully, no more than
two minutes and then we will reconvene for our hearing on the six
nominees that we have before the committee.
Senator Lincoln.
Senator LINCOLN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I promise to be
prompt and on time this go-around.
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To these gentlemen, I just apologize for being late, but would like
to throw out just a couple of questions to get your interpretation.
My State has worked diligently over the past several years trying
to entice and attract different types of jobs to come into our State.
They have thrown out every incentive that they could and they still
did not entice the companies to build in Arkansas.
They had some great competition in a lot of different ways, but
they still did make some awfully good offers. It unfortunately happens to all of our States, but we have had our fair share recently.
I guess my question is, what are the assurances I can give my
constituents that a tax package to spur investment, even if it does
work, will result in jobs for Arkansas, or for Arkansans?
I mean, as we are looking at what your suggestions are to spur
investment and for corporate entities to re-invest, and to hopefully
not put it against just their bottom line but to do something that
is actually going to generate jobs, how do we convince our constituents that this is really the way to go? I guess, should Arkansans
be willing to go into debt to provide businesses a tax windfall that
they may or may not invest in Arkansas?
Dr. HASSETT. Thank you very much for your question, Senator
Lincoln. I can think of a very careful and sound way to address the
question, but I cannot do it here without my laptop. It is very simple, and I promise you I will have a look at this issue.
What we could do, is we know proposals like the President’s have
a positive effect on aggregate investment like I describe in my testimony. So then the question is, historically, when U.S. investment
has gone up by that percent, how much did Arkansas investment
go up?
To really address this question, I would also have to look, is
there a trend away from investing in Arkansas that suggests we
would want to pull away from that first-pass effect that I described. I will try to get those numbers to you very, very soon.
Senator LINCOLN. I appreciate that.
[The information appears in the appendix.]
Dr. GALE. I think that the people of Arkansas are probably going
to get a raw deal if that package gets passed. I would think that
they would benefit more from a Federal package that helped support things like education, health, and infrastructure in Arkansas,
on the grounds that that would not only improve Arkansas’ prospects in general, that would make it a more attractive place for
businesses to invest.
So I think that you have raised a very good question that sort
of cuts to the core of the debate right now. The key question the
economy faces is not what is best for Arkansas, but what is best
for Arkansas is likely also to be best for other places. That is, stemming the flow of education cutbacks, stemming the flow of health
care cutbacks.
The budget has proposals to cut funding for low-income programs, children’s programs, which I think are anti-growth. I think
the cutbacks are anti-growth policies and they hit people at a very,
sort of, gut, kitchen table-type level. I think that that is important
in the Arkansas context, as well as the national context.
Senator LINCOLN. Well, I just think that is important. Because,
when we look at the context of the growth package, or tax package,
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or whatever stimulus it is being called, it is important to note that
well over half of the cost of that package, only 8 percent of the people of Arkansas, roughly, have any dividend reported on their income tax.
The problem becomes then, even those that do report it, it is a
minimal amount, in many cases. That is important to know, that
we are putting a lot of those resources towards something that we
are going to have to, I think, convince people that are going to actually produce the kind of job growth.
I guess, in that context, is the last part of my question. When
you have got industry that is at over-capacity and a company receives a tax windfall, what are the incentives? What are the incentives that that company has to invest that money in new production and jobs rather than applying it to the bottom line.
Dr. HASSETT. Senator Lincoln, I think that, while 8 percent of
the folks in Arkansas receive dividends, I would guess that probably 80 percent of the folks who have a job in Arkansas work for
a company that pays dividends.
I do not know what the real number is, but it is probably a very
large proportion of the folks who have a job that are working for
a public company, and that company pays dividends, in all likelihood. So the question is, will the President’s proposal help those
companies? I believe strongly——
Senator LINCOLN. The question is, will the tax package help
those workers in those companies.
Dr. HASSETT. Right. Well, generally when a company stays in Arkansas and does not go out of business, and so on, that is good for
workers.
I think the point I would like to make from my testimony, is that
is why I think other countries, who I believe generally are more favorably inclined towards redistribution than the U.S., on average,
have adopted proposals like the President’s, is because they recognize this feedback.
Senator LINCOLN. But what is the incentive for the company in
terms of the fact that we have not increased minimum wage in 5
years?
If the company is at over-capacity now, what is the incentive for
the company to apply those gains if, in fact, those dividends are
paid and it is a positive net for the company, to not put it towards
their bottom line, but to put it into increased production, increased
wages, or better benefits for their employees? What is the incentive
there as opposed to putting it towards the bottom line?
Dr. HASSETT. Senator Lincoln, we were able to discuss that a little bit earlier. The capacity utilization is probably low in Arkansas,
as it is everywhere else. But that is a typical pattern that we see
in recessions. It does not mean that all recessions continue forever.
Senator LINCOLN. I hope not.
Dr. HASSETT. Very often, the big investment booms that we have
seen in the past have begun and been the most striking at points
where capacity was very low. The fact is, firms in Arkansas and
elsewhere have been postponing their capital spending plans for
many reasons, and while they have been doing that the machines
have been wearing out.
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There is a natural cycle of replacement that is just waiting to
happen if this recovery is like every other. Capacity utilization
right now is low, but not way lower than what we have seen in
past recessions. So, I would not think that it would be correct to
argue that the President’s proposal could not have a stimulus effect
now because of that.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Lincoln.
Senator LINCOLN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I thank our panel for appearing. Thank you all
very much.
The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:00 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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HON. MAX BAUCUS

(FEBRUARY 11, 2003)
The President and Treasury Secretary Snow have said that they want to see more
employers put ‘‘Help Wanted’’ signs up. I agree, but all across this nation there is
a different kind of ‘‘Help Wanted’’ sign out.
Our nation’s businesses continue to operate at three-fourths of their capacity.
That means that they are not producing all of the goods and services that they can.
And, last week the private outplacement firm, Challenger Gray & Christmas, reported that layoff announcements at U.S. firms surged 42 percent in January over
December’s levels. We simply will not see the ‘‘Help Wanted’’ signs that the President wants until we do something about the ‘‘Help Wanted’’ signs that are already
out. Sow hat do we do?
The Federal Reserve has done its best to revive the sluggish economy. Last year,
the Fed lowered the short-term interest rate eleven times, down to 1.25 percent.
There is not much more rate to cut. So, we turn to fiscal policy—tax cuts and spending increases.
Today we are focusing on ways we can strengthen the economy by increasing consumption. Tomorrow, we will look at long-term economic growth by examining incentives to increase investment.
It is important to recognize that there is no one size fits all solution for the economy. When the economy is weak—as is the case right now—stimulus is needed. And
stimulus can only come about if consumers and businesses spend more money now.
Consumption—not savings.
To encourage spending may sound wrong. We have been taught the virtues of saving. But when the economy is not operating full capacity, only increases in spending
will increase demand, so that businesses hire more workers and produce more goods
and services. Now when the economy gets back to full employment and peak capacity, the situation will be completely different. Everyone who wants to work will have
a job, businesses are producing all they can.
To avoid inflation and encourage economic growth, we need higher productivity
and new capacity. That is when we need to provide savings which businesses can
use to invest in new facilities and equipment. And the new plant and equipment
can produce more goods and services. Savings—not consumption.
Last year there was bipartisan agreement from both the House and Senate Budget Committees on a set of principles for short-term stimulus. They agreed that any
economic stimulus proposal must be: Timely. Take effect quickly. Be sizable. Be targeted at consumers and businesses who will spend it. Get the most bang for the
buck. End in a year. And not increase longer-term budget deficits.
These are good, common-sense principles. And we should use them to guide our
choices for economic stimulus right now. So what are the best ways to stimulate
consumption? There are three that stand out.
First, get aid to the states. When there is a recession or a weak economy, states
face large deficits. Starting in 2002, states are facing deficits of at least $171 billion.
For the current fiscal year, the projected deficits for the states are $70–85 billion.
Almost all states have balanced budget requirements. So when faced with deficits,
they must lay off workers, cut spending on programs, or raise taxes. These actions
only make the economy weaker. And states are being forced to take such actions:
Sixteen Governors—Republicans and Democrats—have already proposed tax increases to keep their upcoming budgets in balance.
(85)
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States are cutting Medicaid. Massachusetts will cut about 50,000 people from
Medicaid coverage. And California is considering eliminating Medicaid health care
coverage for 500,000 low-income parents. Of these, 200,000 have income levels below
60 percent of the poverty line. Oregon has not only cut education funding and Medicaid funding, but they have let prisoners go free in order to balance the budget.
We need to get aid to the states. We can pass all of the Federal tax cuts we want,
but what good do they do for the American taxpayer if we are forcing states to raise
taxes or cut education funding.
Second, we need to extend unemployment benefits to the people we left out in
January. We know the labor market is tough right now. There simply are not
enough jobs. More than 2 million jobs have been lost since March of 2001. One sign
of the sluggish economy is, according to the Conference Board, that the number of
help wanted ads in newspapers is at the lowest level since the Kennedy Administration. Let me repeat, the fewest help wanted ads in newspapers since the Kennedy
Administration. Forty years.
When the economy is bad, we extend unemployment benefits. America has a tradition of helping those in need. We extend unemployment benefits to help these
families pay the rent and put food on the table. It is the compassionate thing to
do. It is also good for the economy.
We are talking about families on the edge, just barely getting by. When we give
them aid, they spend it quickly. In fact, a Department of Labor study found that
every dollar in unemployment benefits results in $21.5 in GDP. For every dollar
spent on unemployment benefits—we more than double the impact on the economy.
In January, we extended unemployment benefits through the end of May. Unfortunately, we left out about one million Americans. These are displaced workers who
have already received an initial round of extended benefits and still cannot find
work. They have exhausted their eligibility. We should extend their benefits.
Third, we should give a tax cut to those who will spend it. I want to get money
to the schoolteacher in Shelby, Montana and the police officer in Billings. taxes are
taxes whether they are payroll taxes or income taxes. We must get money into the
hands of all consumers.
We should eliminate taxes on the first $3,000 of wage income. 110 million working
taxpayers would see their paychecks increases. Forty-one billion dollars would be
put into the economy.
I know there will be a lot of talk about accelerating many of the tax cuts that
were enacted in 2001. Let me be very clear, I am not opposed to accelerating some
of the tax cuts. But any plan to accelerate the tax cuts must include acceleration
of marriage penalty relief for earned income tax credit recipients and the refundable
portion of the child tax credit so that we can expand the group of consumers who
will pump money into the economy.
So, there are three ways we can stimulate the economy. Aid to the states, extend
unemployment benefits to those we left out in January and give a tax cut that will
stimulate consumer spending.
With these proposals in mind, it is my hope that the Finance Committee can put
together a broad, bipartisan plan to strengthen the economy. This is no time for partisanship.
PREPARED STATEMENT

OF

HON. MAX BAUCUS

(FEBRUARY 12, 2003)
Senator Gramm, welcome back to the Finance Committee. And Chairman Panetta, thank you for sharing your views with us today.
Yesterday our hearing focused on consumption. Short-term spending incentives to
boost the economy. Today, we are looking at ways to increase investment. But
frankly, I first want to say that I’m worried. I’m worried about where we are heading. Two years ago we were squarely on a path of fiscal discipline. In fact, we were
worried about what we were going to do after we paid off the national debt. I wish
we still had that worry. But we do not have that luxury.
So, why are we here today. We are here to talk about investment because investment creates economic growth. And I believe there are two ways we should do this.
First, we should provide incentives for investment in the tax code for small businesses. Small businesses are the backbone of the American economy. The vast majority of new jobs are created by small businesses. In my state of Montana, small
businesses comprise 98 percent of all businesses. They employ 70 percent of Montana’s employees. So, if we want to create new jobs through economic growth, we
must help small businesses. We can help them by increasing the amount small busi-
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nesses can expense immediately when they buy new equipment. This will create a
strong incentive for small businesses to purchase new equipment by increasing their
rate of return.
We should help small businesses provide health insurance for their employees.
Small business owners have told me that health insurance premiums are going
through the roof. The increases are hitting small businesses much harder because
they do not have the bargaining power that large companies have and these high
costs take money away from investing in new facilities.
Right now, small businesses are forced to make choices they do not want to make.
Do they shift more of the cost of health insurance to employees? Do they provide
health insurance at all? If they do, will they be able to afford to make new investments in the business?
My colleague, Senator Snowe, held a hearing last week on this very issue. The
testimony was troubling. Health insurance premiums for companies with ten or
fewer employees grew by 16.5% in 2001. According to the Small Business Administration, high premiums are the reason only half as many small firms provide health
insurance coverage compared to large firms. We need to help small businesses keep
health insurance coverage.
We should increase the depreciation deduction for the year that a business purchases new equipment. In 2001, we saw a sharp drop in direct investment by business. In 2002 we changed the law to give a larger first year deduction. The drop
in direct investment leveled, and even increased slightly. We need to provide an increase in the bonus depreciation deduction for 2003 to encourage more direct investment.
The second way is by being fiscally disciplined with our Federal budget. That
means we increase our national savings—which is the sum of savings in the private
sector and saving by governments—or, we prevent our national savings from decreasing.
One of the best ways to prevent reductions in national savings is to avoid large
long-term budget deficits. But the budget recently proposed by the President is in
deficit each year. And it does not yet include any funds for a war with Iraq. If we
go to war, how long will it be? One month? One year? Two years? We cannot ignore
the possibility of war. We need to leave ourselves room in the budget to cover these
potential costs.
It is also critical that we extend the three key 60-vote points-of-order which are
set to expire in just a few months—on April 15th. Extension of these points-of-order
ensures fiscal responsibility by preventing enactment of legislation that would substantially increase budget deficits in the near-term and the longer-term.
So, we can encourage investment with tax cuts. Especially tax cuts for small businesses. And we can encourage investment by reducing deficits and being fiscally responsible. I believe this is how we can improve our nation’s long-term economic
growth.
Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding these hearings on ways to strengthen the
economy. I look forward to hearing from today’s witnesses.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I look forward to an informative discussion of the recent proposals for economic
growth. I was pleased to see that the tax plan contained in the President’s budget
includes an acceleration of many of the important provisions that Congress passed
in 2001.
Almost one-half million married couples in Kentucky stand to benefit from the acceleration of the scheduled reduction of the marriage penalty to this year and almost 300,000 Kentucky taxpayers will benefit from the acceleration of the marginal
rate reductions.
These changes, along with many others that have been proposed by the President
will result in important, meaningful, and immediate relief to the taxpayers in my
state and across the country.
As the focus of today’s hearing is incentives for consumption, I look forward to
an examination of the impact on personal economic behavior of the various proposals for individual tax changes that have been put forward in recent weeks.
In particular, I am interested in hearing the comments of today’s witnesses on the
issue of the potential affect on the economy of temporary tax cuts or one-time tax
rebates versus permanent individual tax cuts.
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I thank our witnesses for taking the time to come before this committee today so
share their expertise and opinions with us as we examine these important policy
matters.
Thank you.
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PREPARED STATEMENT

OF

HON. CHARLES E. GRASSLEY

FEBRUARY 11, 2003
This hearing is the second in a series of hearings on economic growth and job creation. Last week, Secretary John Snow presented the revenue proposals in the Administration’s budget. The budget proposals included the President’s plan for economic growth and job creation. Today, we focus on the President’s package once
again, but limit our focus to incentives for consumption. We will expand our focus
to cover not only the Administration’s plan, but others put forward by members of
the House and Senate.
It is clear that we have experienced a serious decline in investment. Everyone has
heard the stories like those I’ve heard from folks in Iowa. Let there be no mistake
about it, we face a heavier lift on the investment side. With few exceptions, manufacturing is flat. Everyone knows about the recent history of the stock market. In
the meantime, as investment has sagged, the American consumer has kept the economy afloat. With the lowest interest rates and the largest tax relief package in a
generation, the consumer fortunately has had the resources to counter the slowdown
in investment.
In this hearing, we will focus on the status of the consumption side of the economy. We will examine proposals for maintaining the level of consumption. The witnesses will testify to the efficiency of these proposals, their short-term benefits and
long-term implications. I would like to reiterate a couple of points from last week’s
hearing. One, all proposals are on the table as we seek a bipartisan growth package.
Two, although we have split the topic into incentives for consumption and investment, the two are necessarily linked. We should not arbitrarily divide workers from
the business owners, or consumption from investment. Capital is the life blood of
businesses small and large. It is just as true that businesses need customers. As
Secretary Snow put it, the two concepts form a circle that makes up the economy.
Federal fiscal policy does not exist in a vacuum. There are consequences from our
actions in Washington that ripple through to the capitals of our 50 states. On the
one hand, our system of federalism does not make the federal government the insurer of all fiscal decisions made at the state level. State and local officials make
their own fiscal policy. It is their right and their responsibility. On the other hand,
we in Washington need to be cognizant of those areas of fiscal policy where we are
partners with state and local governments.
Today, we are pleased to welcome four distinguished witnesses. Addressing the
issue of consumption incentives generally are two veteran participants in economic
policy debates, Stephen J. Entin, and Peter R. Orszag. Addressing the issue of the
state and local role are Oklahoma State Senator Angela Monson and Chris R. Edwards, another veteran of economic policy debates.
PREPARED STATEMENT
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FEBRUARY 12, 2003
This hearing is the third in a series of hearings on economic growth and job creation. Last week, Secretary John Snow presented the revenue proposals in the Administration’s budget. Yesterday, we examined proposed incentives for consumption.
Today, we turn to proposed incentives for investment. No would dispute the fact
that it has been a rough period of almost three years for the investment side. The
stock exchanges, led by the NASDAQ, followed by the Dow and the S&P, have tumbled. The NASDAQ peaked at 5048.62 on March 10, 2000. Yesterday it closed at
1,295.46. That means the NASDAQ is worth about 25 percent of what it was worth
three years ago. The Dow is worth about 67 percent of what it was worth over three
years ago. Today, the S&P 500 is worth about 54 percent of what it was worth about
three years ago.
Everyone acknowledges the effect of the ″bubble″ of the late nineties. No one can
mistake the impact of the corporate scandals of the late nineties and early part of
this decade. Clearly, the tragic events of 9-11 and the war on terror have had their
effects. There’s no doubt investors, large and small, institutional and individual,
have had a rough three years. I’d like to pause and ask a question. What, if anything, can we, as Finance Committee members, do about it. Is there fiscal policy
that can help right the ship of the capital markets? Now, over the last few years,
the stock market drop has been accompanied by a decline in business investment.
Commerce Department data show that business investment peaked in the second
quarter of 2000. That’s almost three years ago. Purchases of equipment and other
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business assets have flattened out or dropped. Too many factories are dark Too
many workers are idled. Too many workers worry that their job might be the next
one lost. Again, I will pause and ask a question. What, if anything, can we, as Finance Committee members, do about it. Is there fiscal policy that can help move
up the level of business investment?
The good news is both Democrats and Republicans recognize the problems with
the dramatic decline in investment. There are differences, hopefully bridgeable, in
how we tackle the problem of declining investment. The President’s package is, as
he told me in the White House, ″bold″ on investment incentives. The President is
breaking new ground by proposing elimination of the double taxation of dividends.
It could be argued that the President’s boldness has made his growth proposal an
attractive target for his detractors. Many of the alternative proposals by are, by design, thin on the investment side and short-term. As we begin to examine the investment side, I’d say to the skeptics, think about the numbers I recited above.
Think about what has happened to the stock market. Think about the impact on
investors, retirees, and all those who invested in the stock market. Think about
those factories and plants that are dark. As you criticize the President’s plan, which
aims to improve market capitalization over the long-term, I’d ask what alternatives
on the investment side do you propose.
In today’s hearing, we will focus on the status of the investment side of the economy. We will examine proposals for raising the level of investment. The witnesses
will testify to the efficiency of these proposals, their short-term benefits and longterm implications. Today, we are pleased to welcome four distinguished witnesses.
Two are distinguished former members of the Congress who had key roles in making fiscal policy over the last two decades. We welcome former Senator Phil Gramm
and former House Budget Committee Chairman and Director of OMB, Leon Panetta. Both of these long-time public servants have moved on to the private sector.
Phil is now Vice Chairman of UBS-Warburg. Leon is now co-director of the Panetta
Institute for Public Policy and serves on many boards, including the Board of Directors of the New York Stock Exchange. In addition, we have two distinguished veterans of economic policy debates, Kevin Hassett and William Gale. I look forward
to the their testimony.
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